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This report provides an overview of U.S. social documentary production and use. Social documentaries often openly address power relations in society, with the goal of making citizens and activists aware and motivated to act for social justice, equality and democracy. Documentaries expressly designed to play this role are the subject of this report. They are live links in the communications networks that create new possibilities for democracy. Social documentary production and use are described in four, sometimes overlapping areas: professional independent production aimed at television; alternative production; community media; and nonprofit production.

Camcorders, VCRs, DVDs have vastly increased the opportunity to make and see social documentaries, and the Internet and World Wide Web have only speeded the process.

1 This report is largely limited to U.S. production, in order to ground it in specific contexts. The U.S. environment is highly distinctive, in several ways. The U.S. population is highly literate and many individuals and institutions are technologically enabled. U.S. public TV, crucial to social documentary, has a unique decentralized and private structure, unlike most other nationalized public service TV systems. U.S. society has an unparalleled number and range of nonprofit organizations, which also fuel documentary. Commercial media culture colors expectations for all work, including noncommercial work. While some social documentary work from abroad works well within the U.S. — for instance the Scenarios model (see p. 60) — other highly successful creative social documentary approaches used in developing countries are less applicable.
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So it has never been easier or cheaper to make a social documentary than today. Many a film professional will grumble, though, that it’s still pretty hard to make a watchable one. No matter how cheap it gets to capture images and edit them on your own computer, a social documentary is an artform, and it requires the powerful storytelling skills that are at the base of that artform (Bernard, 2003). It also requires the expert skills of craftspeople ranging from camera to lighting to digital effects to editing. Their jobs may be facilitated by technology, but the technology can’t teach them their craft.

It is also hard to match viewers with the documentary, and so far new technologies have not solved that problem either. (You can easily load a film onto an Internet site; the wit comes in figuring out how to make people want to download it.) When you see a documentary that addresses power relations, you are usually looking at work that has passed over big hurdles. It has not only won resources to make a well-crafted work. It has also benefited from a successful marketing and promotion strategy, and distributors or programmers have usually greenlighted it to the screen you watch it on. The work you see was probably enabled, directly or indirectly, by government policies, whether those that established public TV or arts and humanities agencies or the Internet itself. Finally, you are looking at work usually fuelled by the belief that participatory democracy needs diverse expression.

**Background**

Today’s documentary practices emerge both from technological developments and from powerful social trends. The civil rights movements, starting with the battle for civil rights for African-Americans and growing with feminist, ethnic rights and gender rights movements, spurred many people to express their views, to create new institutions, and to seek out support for expanded notions of citizenship and rights. The expansion of nonprofit organizations, including those that represent rights movements, created institutional vehicles to channel that energy. Public and foundation investment in culture and in mass media created new resources for aspiring makers and institutions that supported them.
In the 1960s, dissident filmmakers working in the social documentary tradition began using film and video to challenge authorities ranging from the U.S. Pentagon (as the collectively made, anti-Vietnam War film *Winter Soldier* did) to union-busting corporations (as Barbara Kopple did with *Harlan County, USA*). Filmmakers formed groups to create works by and with citizens and community members. Kartemquin Films, which went on to make such major theatrical releases as *Hoop Dreams* and *Stevie*, worked during the later ‘60s and ‘70s as a collective that documented and worked with working people. Kartemquin’s earliest work featured anti-war students, members of the Chicago youth activist group Rising Up Angry, and others.

These filmmakers established the image of the independent filmmaker as society’s conscience, perhaps unconsciously echoing the English documentary producer John Grierson’s goal of creating a “documentary conscience.” They founded organizations such as Association for Independent Video and Filmmakers and the National Alliance for Media Arts and Culture to defend their interests, and they formed distributors such as the cooperative New Day Films. They organized for and won greater access to public television, and created, in tandem with civil rights organizations, groups defending interests of minority filmmakers. Closely related to this aggressively independent filmmaking stance was that of the entrepreneurial investigative journalist, whose work would emerge on public affairs programs on television; Jon Alpert, Bill Moyers, and Peter Davis were among those who became independent broadcast journalistic voices (Barnouw, 1993). Major private funders supported this work over time. For instance, the Ford Foundation’s early backing for public TV also nurtured social documentarians; the Rockefeller Foundation Media Arts Fellowships, which began in 1988,
encouraged many socially-engaged filmmakers striving for artistic innovation (Rockefeller, 2002; Zimmermann, 2000; Zimmermann & Bradley, 1998).

Some makers saw themselves liberated from a professional tradition, and used media as part of an oppositional or alternative cultural stance in an aggressively commercial culture. Political newsreels such as those produced by Newsreel, “guerrilla” video, pirate radio, TV programming initiatives such as Paper Tiger and Deep Dish, and some young people’s media all participated in this “alternative” or “radical” media phenomenon, which created vehicles and venues outside commercial media (Kester, 1998; Halleck, 2002; Boyle, 1997).

Others began making and using video as part of strategic campaigns, making media part of their toolkits. Environmental organizations such as Greenpeace and Earth First documented their own actions both to give to mainstream media for coverage, and to use in organizing and recruiting (Harding, 2001; Hirsch, 2000).

In the late ‘60s and early ‘70s, social activists began to see media as enabling and enabled by community development. Media arts centers, some sponsored by Great Society-initiative funds, offered new voices the chance to express themselves, and to explain their cultures to others. The now-widespread phenomenon of cable access channels — cable TV channels dedicated to governmental, educational and public programming — resulted from grassroots community organizing to demand such channels in the franchise negotiating process. Cable access activists commonly saw themselves creating not more TV programming but new resources for community self-knowledge and growth. As computing became accessible to consumers in the 1980s, the same logic drove activists to form community technology centers related to social service agencies, nonprofit organizations and as stand-alone projects. There, people could learn computing skills,

**Professionals understand media as the lifeblood of an information society; activists see media as a voice of a movement; community media staffers see mediamaking as skills-building and economic development.**
connect to the Internet, and, increasingly, compose media. Foundation support for community media — notably, from the 1980s to the early 21st century at the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation — helped to sustain the work. So did public resources, such as cable franchise fees given under municipal contracts and state and federal economic development funds. (Sullivan, 2003)

Professionals often understand media as the lifeblood of an information society; activists see media as a voice of a movement or action; institutional organizers often see the mediamaking process as a means to individual and community development. These expectations can overlap, of course. Indie filmmakers want their films to reach out from broadcast to community activists, while nonprofits hope to get a TV window for their issue.

**Success in the Public Sphere**

We know very little about the success of such efforts, and estimates of long-term impact are speculative. Especially since social documentaries often depend on funding outside the usual profit streams, many funders are frustrated by the problems of measurement. Media expressions are, by their nature, a puzzle to evaluate for their consequences, much less any effectiveness at achieving an intended result. In commercial television, measures such as ratings and webhits ask a simple question: did this work reach viewers we consider valuable? Just finding them is enough for advertisers, who are convinced through experience that exposure leads for enough of them to action. Expensive and unreliable, these measures nonetheless are the shared data for one of the most important business sectors in the U.S.

Going beyond exposure, you confront the fact that our media habits are threads in our cultural tapestries, not stand-alone features; their impact on our beliefs and actions are sometimes

---

**The importance of social documentary is linked with a key concept in democratic practice: the public.**
impossible to separate from other parts of our experience. The social science pursuit of media social effects is hobbled by this reality. Laboratory conditions do not bear much similarity to peoples’ lived experience with media. Social scientists in this as in other arenas of social science depend on a combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches, to provide a range of techniques to address the same problem in the hopes that the limitations of each can be supplemented by others (Jensen 2002, Jensen 2002a).

Grounded, empirical studies of the creation and circulation of media are few, and they have typically not been executed on one-time events and certainly not on documentaries (Schrøder, 2002, 108). Textual analysis (a favorite of the literarily inclined), reception analysis (an approach congenial to the more sociologically inclined), and political economic analysis (political scientists and economists have been drawn to this approach) have all been employed to establish some basic generalizations about media social effects (Murdock, 2002). Even the 30-year, Congressionally-funded studies investigating relationships between violent television programming and children’s violent behavior resulted in only broad generalizations (Liebert & Sprafkin, 1988).

Cultural studies theorists, and some political economy analysts, have focused directly on the issue that makes many funders deeply uncomfortable: the relationship between media and power. Stuart Hall and other cultural studies theorists argue that media both are created in a world of meaning and also constitute that world of meaning (Hartley, 2002). Thus, they have conceived the challenge of understanding the role of media as that of communicating power — at the most basic and crucial level, the power to establish the nature of reality. Intervening in the media flow is always a way of disrupting the status quo. So if, as scholar James Carey (1989) has put it, “reality is a scarce resource,” every TV program and every DVD is part of the contest over it.
Philosophers have also engaged the question of media as a force in public, democratic culture. The very notion of the public has long kept scholars and politicians in contentious discussion. It is a highly elastic concept, and one more often invoked than defined, but it is worth looking at closely, when we think about media. What American philosopher John Dewey thought of when he thought of the public is helpful in seeing the link between media and democracy. Dewey described a public that creates itself — that comes into being as it acts as an independent social force (Dewey, 1927). It takes action on issues that affect everyone in the public, civic side of their lives. You know a public is real when people in a community are able to know about and act on problems created by some members of that community — be it a criminal, a polluting corporation, or an unresponsive government — that affect everyone in it.

This public is distinct from government, which can be a force acting against the public; or individuals, who can only act as individuals; or the mass of consumers that make up audiences or markets. The public is a concept, not an institution or a thing. A person in a democratic society is a member of a public as well as having other identities, but that person isn’t forced to segregate his or her concerns. One of the important nurturing institutions for the public is the non-governmental, voluntary association, whether a church or a human rights group or a civic association or a parents’ group.

This sense of the public resonates well with the notion of the public that the German philosopher Jürgen Habermas conveyed in his helpful phrase “the public sphere” (Habermas, 1989). Habermas noted the imperfect, unrepresentative but still vital role played by members of 18th century French salons in shaping a public that demanded universal human rights, and he went on to investigate the nature of deliberative discourse. A public that can communicate with itself, gathering informally
beyond the professionalized sphere of party politics is what political philosophers imagine informing “strong democracy” (Barber, 1984).

This kind of a public is created by communication in public life. Dewey and Habermas, among others, built their arguments about public life on an insight alive in a long philosophical tradition: communication creates community (Depew, 2001). People construct relationships through communication, and the nature of the communication shapes their relationships. A democratic public needs individual access to knowledge — it needs to be an “informed citizenry.” But that is not enough. A democratic public needs places both physical and virtual to go, information habits in common and common understandings.

Our mass media, designed as a one-to-many distribution system, act as a “pseudo public sphere” (Chanan, 2000), where public discussion may be mimicked or modeled, but most viewers cannot usually join in. Social documentaries engage this pseudo public sphere on its own terms, and also attempt to reach through, around and beyond it, to participate in and encourage a true public sphere. As a form featuring both story and conversation in service of public knowledge and action (Nichols, 2001), they both challenge the reality status quo and address themselves to publics.

Moreover, they cumulatively act, with other public media expressions, to create new cultural expectations. Media that are now accepted and routine — NPR-style and Lehrer NewsHour-style news, investigative television programs, quality children’s programs — have built both audiences and cultural practices from zero within the last two generations. Social documentary practices add up to more than the sum of their parts.
Stanley Nelson’s 2003 _The Murder of Emmett Till_ was carried nationally on public TV via the popular strand _American Experience_. After its airing, 10,000 postcards and letters to Mississippi Attorney General have added to the campaign to reopen the case. Judith Helfand and Dan Gold’s 2002 “toxic comedy” _Blue Vinyl_, which has shown repeatedly on HBO, explores the deadly pollution created by polyvinyl chloride. As a result of an audience campaign at its debut at the Sundance Film Festival, the bath supplies company Bath and Bodyworks has agreed to stop packaging its mail order goods in vinyl. Jonathan Stack and Liz Garbus’ 1998 _The Farm_, about life prisoners in a Louisiana prison, was shown on A&E and shown to prisoners’ families and in prisons throughout Louisiana, engaging viewers in discussion of the death penalty and sentencing practices.  

Some social documentarians, recognizing the enormous reach and impact of mass media, create work destined for television and theaters. They see themselves as intervening in the daily media diet of Americans, and offering both more information and another way to see the universe of possibilities. They might hope to have viewers change habits or opinions, share information, discuss a problem, or learn more about an issue.

To do so, they must negotiate with the gatekeepers with the tallest and best guarded gates in a highly competitive media environment, largely dedicated to entertaining viewers. The space inside is valuable because it is an arbiter of shared reality. Social documentaries hold a prestigious place on that landscape, although they are not usually the high-rated programs. Peabody, Sundance and Academy Awards for TV gatekeepers are arbiters of our shared reality.

---

2 These and other examples below are drawn from my curating experience at the Council on Foundations Film and Video Festival, which maintains a website and database of the films at fundfilms.org.
documentaries regularly favor social documentaries over other, more commercial documentary formats such as nature and docu-soaps, and they favor the voice of independent creators over works that fit into highly formatted cable genres. Still, work shown on the prime screens — theatrical screens and national broadcast and cablecast TV — is powerful storytelling, made with a keen awareness of the conventions of the genres, and with respect for craft. Viewers watching these prime screens expect sophisticated craft and art, and gatekeepers select for it.

**Business environment**

Gatekeepers’ decisions are inevitably driven by profit-and-loss realities of the entertainment industry, which are rarely favorable for social documentaries. Theatrical release is extremely rare; even niche-market chains such as Landmark select for shows that young professional and middle-aged couples are likely to find amusing. Michael Moore’s spectacular success (*Roger and Me; Bowling for Columbine*) has long been the exception that proves the rule. His successes may create new opportunities for others, as it seems to have for *Spellbound* and *Capturing the Friedmans*, two 2003 documentaries that won theatrical showings.

There are other exceptions as well. Kartemquin Films’ *Hoop Dreams*, a sobering film about the American dream that follows two young African-American boys through their struggle to become basketball stars — was widely shown in theaters, after Gene Siskel and Roger Ebert — Chicago critics eager to discover a new film and trump their coastal competitors — celebrated it before it even debuted. But many social documentaries have a short theatrical run qualifying them for Academy Award consideration, and either break even or lose money. For instance, *Long Night’s Journey into Day*, a much-lauded and moving documentary by Deborah Hoffman and Frances Reid about the Peace and Reconciliation commission in social documentaries.
process in South Africa, played theatrically with success and rave reviews in several countries without making money on the theatrical runs.

Festivals provide cachet and visibility, leading to promotional opportunities. There are hundreds of them, and it is easy to get accepted to many, especially those that do not function as markets (Coe, 2002). They do not pay, however, and most do not provide serious market opportunities. The Sundance film festival remains the touchstone event for social documentaries aimed at theatrical and TV; competition is brutal. Some 1,300 documentaries competed for 18 competition slots at Sundance in 2002.

International markets, some theatrical but mostly broadcasters in Europe and Japan, typically shy away from U.S. social topics. When they buy, they usually pay low prices that reflect the size of their broadcast audiences (Rofekamp, 2002).

Documentary programming has grown dramatically with the rise of cable networks (see Figure 3). Worldwide revenues for documentary production in 1984 totalled about $30 million; in 2002 they were nearly $4 billion, and the sector had been renamed “factual-programs,” to encompass reality TV and docu-soaps (Hamilton, 2002). Documentaries that feed this business are usually highly formatted and branded, though. Networks have tight budget formulas and final cut. Subject

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Average Hrs./Wk.</th>
<th>% Growth (from '97)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002 (unified)</td>
<td>132.5</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002 Total</td>
<td>147.4</td>
<td>76.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3: Growth in Non-Fiction Hours: Broadcast and Cable Networks (excludes PBS & Syndication)*

Source: Nielsen Media Research
Blue Vinyl (2001)
myhouseisyourhouse.org

Blue Vinyl, which its creators describe as a “toxic comedy,” is a good example of a social documentary designed with strategic goals, which won commercial cablecast, and also reached activists in face-to-face sessions.

Judith Helfand in Blue Vinyl heads off on a quest to discover the implications of her family’s choice to put vinyl siding on their home. She and co-director Dan Gold discover that the ubiquitous plastic polyvinyl chloride, or PVC, pollutes and poisons at both the beginning and the end of the production process. Her parents, initially resistant, gradually become convinced and join her struggle to find an alternative cover for their suburban rambler home.

Blue Vinyl was cablecast on HBO, with a contract to run it over a four year period; its debut screening won 7 million viewers. The “comedy” part of this “toxic comedy” was key to the commercial access. But HBO also agreed to direct viewers to a website, where among other things, they can request the EPA to release a 20-years-in-the-making study on dioxin.

The film’s beyond-cablecast life started at the beginning of the project. Helfand and Gold worked with anti-toxics and environmental organizations from the start, including the organization Coming Clean and the Mossville community near Lake Charles, where residents live next to the polluting PVC factory. One of the first production funders was the Ford Foundation, which was also funding Coming Clean.

matter — health, crime, sex — is typically stripped of a social action agenda. Court TV, TRIO, MTV, Lifetime and Discovery Times all offer small windows of opportunity for social issues. Investigative network programs such as Dateline and the venerable 60 Minutes all feature social issues, but usually within a rigid, detective-style format that resolves upon finding the bad guy. Nightline has, exceptionally on public TV, used segments from independent filmmakers within its issue-discussion format. An occasional program on social issues appears on the A&E cable channel (for instance, Jonathan Stack and Liz Garbus’ The Farm). HBO, whose subscription business model permits it investment in challenging topics, has aired social documentaries as part of its quest for awards: Calling the Ghosts, a film that became part of Amnesty International’s campaign to recognize rape as a war crime, Long Night’s Journey into Day, which showcased the South African truth and reconciliation commissions; and Blue Vinyl (see sidebar). But in 2002, according to Nielsen, there was not a single social documentary in the top-rated 20 cable documentary programs.

The most important location for social action programming is public TV, far friendlier to social-issue and underrepresented-voice productions than commercial television. On public television, a few public affairs filmmakers with impressive

17
reputations, including Bill Moyers and Roger Weisberg, have produced provocative, controversial work that both informs citizens and provokes action. Some social documentaries are stand-alone specials, such as Moyers’ controversial and powerful *Trade Secrets*, an indictment of the chemical industry both for toxic pollution and for covering up its role in creating it; and the two-hour *People like Us* (see p. 21), which boldly showcases the role of class in American culture. Some fit into series. Public TV’s series for independent producers, *Independent Lens* and *P.O.V.*, both regularly feature social action documentaries. Social documentaries also appear on other series such as *Frontline* and *Nova*, and international series *Wide Angle* often features international documentaries. Each of these program strands has websites that link knowledge and action.

Even public TV has trouble making much room for social documentaries, mostly because of its peculiar structure. Public TV’s main funders are taxpayers, represented by legislators; members; and corporations. Controversy can make legislators hold hearings, members cancel their membership, and corporations reluctant to underwrite. Moreover, public TV is sprawling and centerless. Its hundreds of stations all control their own program schedules, although only a few have money to produce. The Corporation for Public Broadcasting channels the federal funds that make up about 12–15 percent of public TV’s budget, mostly giving it directly to stations. It gives also money annually to five programming organizations representing federally-sanctioned ethnic minorities (these are the “minority consortia” [Okada, 2003])³ and to the Independent TV Service. Minority producers have charged that CPB’s funding policies marginalize minority issues, faces and

---

³ The consortia are Native American Public telecommunications (nativetelecom.org), National Asian American Telecommunications Association (naatanet.org), National Black Programming Consortium (nbpc.tv), Latino Public Broadcasting (lpbp.org), and Pacific Islanders in Communications (piccom.org).

---

When the film debuted at the single most important festival for documentaries in the U.S., the Sundance Film Festival, audience members received postcards requesting the parent company of Victoria’s Secret and Bath and Body Works to eliminate PVC from packaging, and 1,500 mailed them; the company finally agreed to switch to a safer alternative. At the same time, Helfand and Gold took the film to suburban Salt Lake City, where neighbors were organizing against an incinerator site. Environmental organizers showed them how Lake Charles residents had used “Bucket Brigades” — collecting air samples — to convince the Environmental Protection Agency to challenge the factory’s claims of safety. Anti-dioxin organizers used other festival screenings and cablecasts of *Blue Vinyl* to organize for the congressional hearings on dioxin. PVC-free sewers in Duluth, MN, a shut-down incinerator in North Carolina, and “green” public buildings in Seattle were some examples raised in the events.

The campaign to make the PVC industry less toxic goes on. The My House Is Your House campaign is coordinated by Working Films, an outreach strategy organization founded by Helfand and Robert West. Working Films’ strategy is to build outreach into every aspect of production, turning a film or TV program into a flexible activists’ tool. Working Films collaborates with leading environmental health activists — the Coming Clean collaboration and its PVC/Dioxin Workgroup, Healthcare Without Harm, and the Healthy Building Network — and faith-based organizations to support grassroots efforts to reform the industry.
The history of African-American newspapers was also a story of civil rights in Soldiers without Swords.

cultures (Haddock, 1998), zoning them into “themed” funding and programming areas. ITVS, created via independent producer pressure to serve underserved audiences with innovative programming, commissions many social documentaries, but must persuade stations or the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) to air them. PBS is a membership organization, whose members are stations; its job is to package programs for them. Stations only agree to show two hours a night at the same time, limiting national promotion.

The arcane structure means that there are many people and reasons to say no to programs that might ruffle anyone’s feathers. Public TV is not required by law, after all, to provide challenging material to citizens; stations are only required not to air commercials (and even then, underwriting credits can come very close to advertising). It is a credit to the ingenuity and commitment of some public TV staffers that so much has been accomplished within a structure so hobbled from

pbs.org/blackpress
newsreel.org/films/blackpre

This pathbreaking historical documentary, which launched on broadcast, now has deep roots in the educational community. Stanley Nelson, who worked for two decades in commercial and noncommercial television and independent production before making this film in 1999, told a long-hidden story, which changes how the history of the U.S. press is told. Nelson describes newspaper editors playing a leading role in the African-American community, at the cutting edge of social change. For instance, newspaper editors who, during World War II, called for the “double V” — victory overseas and victory over segregation at home laid the groundwork for the civil rights movement. Along with crusading, the black press also served as the social center of segregated communities, reporting on weddings, funerals, births and parties.

The Black Press took seven years to fund, as Nelson pieced together foundation funding, public television and individuals. The program first aired on public television nationwide in February 1999, during Black History Month. A PBS website linked viewers to educational material. Since then, the film has been a steady seller at California Newreel. It has become a staple of higher education journalism classes.
its origins.

Filmmaker Jeff Spitz, creator of *The Return of Navajo Boy*, a film about radiation exposure of Navajos in mines on their reservation (navajoboy.com), recalled his struggles. When the film was shown in Washington, D.C., and later on PBS’s *Independent Lens* series, it helped win support for the Radiation Exposure Compensation Act (RECA) legislation, he said, and it triggered a federal investigation into uranium stored on the Navajo Nation. It also moved the U.S. Department of Justice to pay out a $100,000 RECA claim to a former uranium miner whose case was featured in the film. But initially, when he took it to the public TV station KEET in Arizona — the locality most centrally affected — the programmer had refused to carry the program, saying: “Cracking good story for a half hour, but please remember, in our market uranium is not pledgeable.” (After the film premiered at Sundance and the Associated Press reported extensively on the film’s subject matter, KAET-TV did in fact air the documentary in prime time.)

Other public windows are far more marginal than public TV, for professionals looking to reach broad mass audiences. Link TV (linktv.org) and Free Speech TV (freespeech.org) operate on satellite TV channels open to the public by law. Link TV

**People like Us: Social Class in America (2001)**
pbs.org/peoplelikeus

The two-hour documentary *People like Us*, made by two veteran filmmakers whose work has been sustained by longterm sales in the educational market, demonstrates how a social documentary can challenge conventional wisdom, approach a difficult topic, and still get a national airing.

Social and economic status — class — in the U.S. is almost a taboo subject. Fundamental to social organization, it’s also regularly denied in daily life. So Louis Alvarez and Andrew Kolker didn’t even try to take the subject head on. Class, said Alvarez, is “is the 800-pound gorilla in American life.”

Instead, class is shown from a cultural perspective — how our choices about clothes, interior decoration, wording, and food reveal our class status. What does it mean to buy balsamic vinegar, to have a garden gnome in your front yard, to put threadbare Persian rugs in your living room? They take us to an upper-class party on Long Island, to working class bars in Baltimore, and to a trailer in southern Ohio. By the end, the filmmakers show that class status is key to one’s prospects in life.

Alvarez and Kolker have won many awards, including Peabodys, DuPont-Columbia Journalism Awards, and Emmy awards. The film’s production was launched with substantial funding from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. The producers partnered with public TV.
provides a mix of upscale art films, selected ITVS programs, international news, and socially-engaged programming. Free Speech TV, a left-leaning, low-budget, grassroots strand of programming that mixes original and acquired work, and also shows it on cable and the Internet (see p. 34). Both make token payments. Cable access channels carry locally-produced programs or or programs made elsewhere and locally-sponsored, for free. Viewers without personal video recorders are hard-pressed to find program schedules.

Winning broadcast and cablecast can uniquely bring a subject or issue into the “pseudo-public sphere” of mass media, where issues take on crucial mainstream currency. But in a multichannel, multi-screen world, where viewers are plagued by what one researcher aptly called “data smog” (Shenk, 1997), a good publicity and promotion plan is needed. Too often neither the filmmaker nor the public TV station or cablecaster has the resources for the critical attention-getting that turns the social documentary into an event, and that in itself helps to change cultural expectations. The millions that General Motors added to the budget for Ken Burns’ Civil War for publicity and promotion had a dramatic effect; sadly, corporate resources are unimaginable for most social documentaries, and even for series and strands that feature social documentaries.

**After broadcast**

The “pseudo-public sphere” of mass media can also be powerfully leveraged for civic or community engagement. This engagement, or what some call broadcast outreach when it is associated with a television showing, has steadily grown in sophistication over the last decade. Community engagement means finding groups that care about the documentary’s concerns and helping them use it — either on broadcast or off-broadcast — to further their goals.

Outreach models for broadcast have been developed over two decades by several organizations. Public television’s P.O.V. has developed an impressive, labor-intensive model for station WETA, and won a production contract from the Independent Television Service. The film debuted on PBS nationally in September 2001. When it first aired, the response on the website’s discussion board nearly crashed PBS’s servers. The website also features games, stories, and teaching resources, including a study guide.

Since then, the film has been used in schools, diversity forums and community organizations. People like Us “started flying off the shelves as soon as the broadcast took place and before we sent out flyers,” said Alvarez. “There seems to have been a huge pent-up demand for an accessible film on the topic of class.”

*Cherish Dobrezinsky, a student at Anderson High in Austin, Texas, rates her classmates’ social status.*
outreach, which uses national and local partnerships, feedback mechanisms, and Internet interfaces. It also builds relationships within public TV. With Two Towns of Jasper, for instance, P.O.V. succeeded in getting the filmmakers placed on Oprah, and having Nightline host a town meeting on racism (see sidebar) (West, 2003). The documentary Take this heart, a profile of a season in the life of a foster parent (see p. 56), was designed to be used with foster groups in communities across the country, with public TV stations as the liaison.

Several enterprises have developed different approaches to broadcast outreach. For instance, Active Voice (activevoice.org, part of P.O.V.’s parent organization) specializes in highly tailored relationships with community organizations and face-to-face events. Outreach Extensions depends on longstanding relationships with national service organizations. Working Films (workingfilms.org) selects films with a strategic social action agenda, and develops programs for change that begin.

Two Towns of Jasper (2002)
pbs.org/pov/pov2002/twotownsofjasper/

This film demonstrates the power of public television to reach past traditional public TV audiences, and also the stretch of outreach conducted not only after the end of production, but after the broadcast. Two Towns of Jasper benefited from early support from both public broadcasters and foundations, from a publicity-engaging “hook” in its segregated production style, and from sustained partnerships.

Two Towns of Jasper undertakes the challenge of exploring American racism in daily life, as it follows the trial of the three men charged with the murder of James Byrd, Jr., who died as he was dragged behind a pickup truck outside the small town of Jasper, Texas. The filmmakers’ approach of segregated filmmaking, deliberately controversial, was intended to spur audiences both to thought and action.

Marco Williams, who is African-American, had gone to school with Whitney Dow, who is white. Dow was shocked by the murder; Williams was not. Williams primarily interviewed and spent time with African-Americans in the community, including the Byrd family. Dow focused on the white community, including the group of people who would gather for morning coffee near the courthouse before the trial each morning.

During production, the film received significant support from several wings of public broadcasting, which worked together. The Independent Television Service, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
ideally, with the production of the film. Other organizations include Roundtable Media (roundtablemedia.org) and public television’s own National Center for Outreach (nationaloutreach.org), which offers an annual conference for station representatives to learn from each other.

The mass media window also leads into the classroom. School and college teachers are voracious users of media and media literacy materials. Distributors create and cultivate these markets. Several dozen distributors specialize in various aspects of the professional (medical, social work, legal) and higher education markets, all with their roots in ‘60s and ‘70s activism. Such companies as California Newsreel, Women Make Movies, New Day Films, Fanlight, First Run Icarus, and Cinema Guild have created niche markets (Block, 2002; Richardson, 2002). Until now, home video has been unviable, because markets were too small to sustain such low prices; growing consumer appetites for DVD rentals and purchases, though, may change that.

Other organizations also help viewers find social documentaries. National Video Resources (nvr.org) creates study guides and topics guides. Filmmakers themselves often create websites designed to support learning activities with their work. The PBS website offers remarkable search tools to lead teachers to their products, and PBS also permits teachers to tape all its programs off-air for a year. MediaRights.org’s database of social documentaries offers a way for users and makers to connect, as well outreach toolkits and valuable information on how others have succeeded. Distributor databases such as that housed at docuseek.org also help educational researchers. Amazon.com often functions as a makeshift search site for media hunters.

Everyone would like the equivalent of a simple Google topic search that would guide a searcher to a social documentary — or even to clips or images. The software to make that happen, and the National Black Programming Consortium all supported the film’s production. Private foundations provided critical research and bridging funds. During production, Two Towns of Jasper producers also developed a website, educational resources, and 35-minute version of the film for high schools and colleges.

The film debuted at Sundance film festival, where the Los Angeles Times called it “among the most talked about and admired films in this year’s Sundance Film Festival.” It went on to win several other festival awards.

Two Towns of Jasper debuted on television on the documentary series P.O.V., which features independent non-fiction films and which provides a framework that encourages audience feedback and community involvement. P.O.V. convinced the popular syndicated program The Oprah Winfrey Show to feature the film during its broadcast debut, and also got the makers on to Nightline, followed by a broadcast town hall meeting hosted by Ted Koppel.

Working Films, as well as other outreach organizations developed outreach strategies after the broadcast. For instance, Working Films partnered with the National Conference of Community and Justice, which has more than 60 local chapters. The national office offered mini-grants to locals that came up with innovative programs using the program. It has worked with religious organizations, and with Facing History and Ourselves, the curriculum enrichment project.
as well as the library cataloging that would help libraries worldwide share information about audio-visual material, is still around several corners. Meanwhile, public TV is at least standardizing its terms of reference for programs, to help stations manage their own digital assets. This is a first step toward a more viewer-friendly searching environment.

**Resources**

Social documentaries destined for television have a wide range of budgets, and can cost anywhere from $75,000 to $1 million an hour. (See Figure 4, p. 26) Filmmakers rarely make a profit on social documentaries, and they often invest substantial amounts before public or private funders contribute. The process is fed by commitment, since filmmakers encounter what Mira Nair — who abandoned documentary for feature filmmaking — called “a mountain of rejection” (Lahr, 2002).

Public funding is important and imperiled. Funding from public television, mainly through ITVS, minority consortia, and from rental fees from strands such as as *P.O.V.* and *Independent Lens*, is critical to many first or second-time filmmakers. Other public funds important to filmmakers have come from humanities and arts endowments, but the culture wars savaged their budgets, with media coming under especially tight scrutiny. The NEA and NEH only target media arts for a small portion of their total funding (see Figures 5, 6, p. 30). Since 1996, NEA contributions to media arts have declined 90 percent, as the agency has been forced under political pressure to drop its individual grants to filmmakers (Alexander, 2000). The NEH’s budget oriented to media projects has been cut in half since 1995 (Adams, 2001). Most state humanities and arts councils provide small amounts of money, which nonetheless are highly useful to launch work.

Private and commercial resources, important to documentary filmmaking generally, are spottily available for social-issue documentaries. Major foundations have supported some projects entirely, when the subject aligns with their specific program areas, but more commonly they contribute a portion.

In January 2003, Paducah, Kentucky's 12-year-old film society worked with community partners (United Way, NAACP, city government and more) to conduct a weekend-long event. A debut screening with filmmakers in attendance was followed by a panel of local leaders talking about race in Paducah. Twelve more screenings were well attended, with 2,000 of the town’s 25,000 residents attending, with discussions following each screening. Among the results: a website alerting citizens to upcoming events, an interracial Ministerial Alliance, an interracial business task force hosted by the Chamber of Commerce, and a review of community nonprofits to encourage diverse boards of directors. ☞
This group of programs made for gatekept television shows a wide range both in length and in budgets. However there are some patterns. Many public TV productions (purple) are made for an hour’s length. Public television productions were often more expensive than the rare commercial television programs (blue). Public television programs ranged from $330/minute to $17,300/minute. Public television was a much more likely outlet for these social documentaries than commercial TV was.

This data is taken from the Council on Foundations Film and Video Festival submissions in years 1997 to 2002, selecting from all submissions programs specifically identified as serving a social strategy. The Council on Foundations Film Festival solicits films and videos that were made with some funding from private foundations and annually attracts more than a hundred submissions. Programs were selected if self-identified as having a social goal, and grouped according to perceived primary audience and first outlet.
International television pre-sales and co-productions that are important to documentarians generally (Block, 2003), are hard for social documentarians to win. Professionals see the market for high-quality social documentaries as either stable or shrinking. The primary market (public TV or HBO) buy very few, and secondary broadcast markets pay very little (Rofekamp, 2002).

Despite these difficulties, many filmmakers every year decide to undertake such work. At the Independent Television Service, one of the places most likely to fund such work, 1,200–1,400 people apply each year (with only 2 percent ultimately finding funding). These numbers also reflect the enthusiasm of many first-time makers with their new digital camera.

Success

The advantages of the broadcast-oriented model are clear: mass media reach many people, and mass media information shapes people’s understanding of reality outside their own experience.

The Chinatown Files (2001)

The Chinatown Files demonstrates the importance of the social documentaries to change public understanding of the historical record. In this documentary, stories that the U.S. government preferred to keep secret for decades are finally told. They reveal government surveillance and persecution of the Chinese American community over two decades, beginning with the anti-Communist hysteria of the early 1950s.

Director Amy Chen, who had been a radio journalist, decided to make the film after she read a footnote in a book on Chinatown, mentioning arrests as a result of the Trading with the Enemy Act. “My reaction was one of disbelief,” she said. Chen saw the story as part of a much bigger theme in American history: “I started to see the incident in both real and symbolic terms, as a metaphor for the interplay of race, class, and politics in the United States and the unique situation of Chinese-Americans in that nexus. But finally, I realized that the political repercussions of the climate of fear and secrecy that took hold during the Cold War still persist to this day within the Chinese American community.”

There was almost no published research on Chinese Americans during the McCarthy era, although the ethnic group was a major focus of anti-Communist efforts. The film emerges from the film team’s scholarly research — not only many never-before-declassified documents that surfaced
In a society where mass media mimic the public sphere, and at the same time mostly entertain, the presence of a social documentary in that space is an important achievement. The broadcast or cablecast opportunity can make community engagement possible. Furthermore, mass media gatekeepers’ stamp of approval gives the documentary a long life in classrooms and communities.

The limitations of the model are several. Social documentaries are by far the exception, not the rule. Not only are they difficult to get on the air, but they can easily get lost without extensive promotion. Tying action to a broadcast has meant linking activity to a screening time, although personal video recorders will change this. Many public television stations do not have extensive community relationships, and very rarely do they have their own funds to do outreach on anything but children’s programs. Finally, a program that successfully attracts viewers at Sundance or on prime-time PBS may have a very different shape than a documentary suitable for a classroom or a community group (Daressa, n.d.).

The most typical measurements of success are, appropriately, those used by other mass media outlets to measure audience reach: ticket sales, ratings, hits on related websites, and anecdotes — all several steps removed from the goal, but all rough indicators of the amount of attention that has been paid. Public television’s overall primetime ratings are low — less than 2 percent of national viewership — and declining. Some 47 percent of households, however, according to America’s Public Television Stations, encounter it sometime in the week, and for social documentaries, audiences skew toward decision makers. Cable TV channel ratings are often lower than public TV’s; its demographics for social documentaries also skew older and higher-income than average. Press coverage is also an important measure, not only to attract attention to the documentary but to the issue. For social documentaries designed for broadcast, industry measurements are both useful and appropriate. Their first window of release occurs within the one-to-many, “pseudo-public sphere” of mass media, where

as a result of Freedom of Information Act requests, but also more than a hundred interviews with those who lived through a time when to be Chinese American was to be at the crossroads of geopolitics and racism.

Chinatown Files tells the story of several forgotten figures. Henry Chin, an immigrant Chinese laundry worker, and president of the Chinese Hand Laundry Alliance, an organization begun in 1933 to defend workers’ rights, found himself under constant FBI surveillance, as the president of the China Daily News, for his support of Communist China. Tong Pok Chin was a fellow laundry worker, who wrote poetry and proudly published in the China Daily News. Government hounding drove him to burn his life’s work, for fear that he would be imprisoned. Eleanor Wong Telemaque was born in the U.S., and never thought she would be a suspect of anti-Communist witchhunts — until she naively applied to work for the Voice of America, and promptly received a subpoena.

Over years of research and production, the film received funding from both public and private sources. Along with backing from New York arts and humanities councils, and from the National Asian American Telecommunications Association (one of public television’s “minority consortia”), Chen also received support from several foundations.

The film debuted at the Museum of Modern Art in New York, and then showed at film festivals nationwide, often with featured interviewees from the film in attendance.
demographics and numbers are critical.

Reaching beyond the pseudo-public sphere means designing a strategic campaign, for community or civic engagement. Evaluation measures of this kind of work are far more challenging, although there are many guides to evaluation techniques for nonprofit projects of all kinds (Kellogg Foundation, 1998). The social documentary becomes a tool of the strategic process to be analyzed.

Another measure, however rough, of social value is the social diversity of both subject and maker — ethnic, gender, class, disability, regional and other social categories widely seen as “underserved” in mainstream media. Documentary filmmakers whose work appears on public television are assuredly more culturally and ethnically diverse than the larger pool of professional filmmakers. The existence of minority consortia and of the ITVS alone demonstrate a greater emphasis on diversity than in commercial TV. Leading and pioneering works of cultural history such as the African-American series *Eyes on the Prize*, the history of Chicano migrant workers’ organizing, *The Fight in the Fields*, and *Chinatown Files* (see page 27) are evidence. No public data support this conclusion, however, since data collection on diversity is proprietary and not even public TV organizations share this data.

American social documentarians are able to draw on a legacy of courageous investigative, expository and verité creative work as they confront the challenge of engaging the American public on important social issues. They produce the leading edge of programming that challenges commercial construction of reality in the heart of mass media — television.
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At OneWorld.net, Amnesty International has posted documentary footage of its visit to the Free Prisoner Association, a human rights group in Iraq. At Big Noise Media, anti-globalization activist filmmakers recount the history of the Zapatista movement in Storm from the Mountain. On Free Speech TV's free digital satellite channel, independent filmmaker Norman Cowie runs his critique of U.S. foreign policy, Scenes from An Endless War.

In dramatic contrast to the professional zone of mass media, “alternative media” creates an open, unstructured, gatekeeper-free environment for social documentaries. The current openness of the Internet is exploited to market new media, transmit it, and to engage viewers. This is “media production that challenges, at least implicitly, actual concentrations of media power” (Couldry & Curran, 2003). Alternative media have been seen, correctly, as expressions of people and cultures whose voices have been excluded from dominant media (Atton, 2002; Zimmermann, 2000), as important for their signaling of discontent and demand for justice as for their demand to express themselves. There is also a tradition among activists of celebrating do-it-yourself approaches to media making, for their saucy spirit of resistance (Halleck, 2002), a theme that has also been present in cultural studies. Although they sometimes claim to be creating alternative programs for general interest viewers or to reach decision makers, alternative mediamakers often serve and cultivate sub-communities, rather than the broad audiences that gatekept TV reaches.

Background

The creation of alternative media has been a dynamic element of rights movements of the last three decades. Feminists from the early 1970s created formally-challenging, experimental work as well as videos for activists and informational-instructional videos on issues ranging from domestic violence
to birthing care to workplace issues (Rich, 1998; Juhasz, 2001). The core audience for such work was other women. In the 1980s, AIDS activists created film and television for and with the growing movement demanding more social resources to address the public health crisis (Juhasz & Saalfield, 1995), and gay and lesbian subcultures featured work by and for these communities (Holmlund & Fuchs, 1997). Ethnic media have accompanied and fueled movements for full democratic participation by cultural minorities in the U.S., building communities and audiences simultaneously (Noriega, 2000; Klotman & Cutler, 1999). Artists and activists shared a passion to explore modes of expression that would break with mainstream commercial and televisual conventions, as well as content that reflected the new voices clamoring to be heard in the society (Boyle, 1997).

Traditional commercial media products and processes have been a prime target of alternative media. In fact, alternative media criticism has taken on its own name, of culture jamming (Klein, 2000). In this movement, 60s alternative culture activists and today’s anti-globalization activists find common ground in resistance to corporate media culture (Shepard & Hayduk, 2002). At the same time, culture jammers are
fascinated by the power of commercial media itself, and determined to subvert mass media claims to transparent realism.

Paper Tiger, an alternative media production group, developed a highly publicized profile that became emblematic of the oppositional spirit of “alternative” TV. The Paper Tiger TV Collective in New York City, born in the early 1980s, develops productions, conducts community screenings, and conducts training to raise awareness about the social implications and impact of media. Its productions typically are purely volunteer, with only the crudest of props and tools. A recent Paper Tiger production, *Fenced Out*, was part of an organizing effort to save the Christopher Street Piers, a rare place in New York City where young people of color and lesbian, gay, bi-sexual and trans-sexual youth congregated, from redevelopment. Another longstanding example — sustained for many years by University of Texas professors including Douglas Kellner — was the program “Alternative Views” on Austin public access cable TV. In Portland, Oregon, video collective Flying Focus’s weekly half-hour cable access series, *The Flying Focus Video Bus*, includes subjects such as police brutality and critiques of mainstream media. Its lecture series includes *Noam Chomsky on the Media & Democracy*, *Barbara Ehrenreich on War and Society*, and *Howard Zinn on Reclaiming the People’s History*. Its budget comes close to zero; volunteer passion is crucial. Besides running on the local public access television channel, the collective also distributes tapes by mail from a catalogue of more than 300 titles, and runs local lending libraries, catering to aspiring anti-corporate organizers.

Alternative media producers have ridden the crest of new technologies, often enabled by policies that mandate public use of them. For instance, the cable access movement that began in the 1960s (see next chapter) was a powerful spur to such work, because for the first time it created channels of access for a general public to the prized home screen of television. The cable access movement spurred grassroots and self-styled alternative production projects nationwide (Fuller, 1994).

Friends of the Earth to Television Trust for the Environment to the United Nations Development Program. Topics range from biogenetics to the war on terrorism to HIV/AIDS. A television editor both facilitates and moderates. The moderating and editing, along with the openness of the format, creates conditions for participation across differences of viewpoint.

Thus, OneWorld aspires to the goals of nurturing a community of shared values, participant-journalism, grassroots expression, and public engagement through a combination of participation and mediation. ☞
Satellite television’s public channels, also created through citizen pressure, have also provided screens for alternative media. Finally, the Internet, created in a government research project, has mobilized new media activists.

The documentaries made within alternative media generally engage already-mobilized organizations and small groups. In 1991, Deep Dish TV (deepdish.igc.org), a volunteer organization that uses available satellite transponder space to upload programs to cable systems nationwide, distributed nationwide a series of programs in opposition to the Gulf War. These programs were used most often by groups already mobilized against the war or by organizations eager to hear that perspective. (During the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003, Deep Dish activists considered launching an initiative but could not assemble resources in time.) Activists of all types have seized the video as a tool for their causes. For instance, James Ficklin, a producer working with anti-globalization activists and tree-sitters in the Northwest, describes his own activist videos as “educating the converted,” providing arguments and information that bring enthusiasts into the movement. This is an approach detailed with extensive examples in Thomas Harding’s The Video Activist Handbook (Harding, 2001).

With the growth of the Internet, countercultural work has followed. A “D.I.Y.” (do-it-yourself) ethic has fueled enterprises that purvey alternative media, which exist thanks to the commitment of their founders, such as Guerrilla News Network (gnn.tv), People’s Video Network (peoplesvideo.org), Video Activist Network (videoactivism.org), and the burgeoning blog phenomenon.

**Indymedia**

Hundreds of efforts draw from the Independent Media Centers (indymedia.org), or “indymedia,” the astonishingly protean network of social activists using the Internet both to communicate and to organize. Indymedia centers have sprung up, now more than 125 of them in some 25 countries since its dawn in Seattle in late 1999, as a result of anti-globalization

---

**Free Speech TV**

freespeech.org

Free Speech TV provides a site for left-of-center activists to both find media with their perspectives and to rally and recruit.

Free Speech derives its basic resources from TV entrepreneur John Schwartz. When an obscure bit of the spectrum, instructional fixed spectrum, became available in the 1980s, he succeeded in purchasing some of it. He established foundations to funnel the profits, and has poured these resources into grassroots television experiments and policy advocacy.

The origins of the 24/7 satellite TV service, with a website that features streaming media, go back nearly two decades. Its predecessor was an anthology series, “The ‘90s,” curated by veterans of guerrilla TV and the media center movement. “The ‘90s” was a window into alternative video production with a leftist or culture jamming bent. It showed on cable-access and on some public TV stations, but struggled constantly for airtime. Satellite TV provided new television access. A public interest clause in 1993 legislation, finally put in force in 1998, mandated that satellite providers use 4–7 percent of their channel space for noncommercial programming.

Free Speech TV inherits and expands on the earlier initiative, using both satellite and cable access as well as the Internet. “By exposing the public to perspectives excluded from the corporate-owned media,” it declares, “FSTV empowers citizens to fight injustices, to revitalize democracy, and to build a more compassionate world.” It operates 24
protests at a World Trade Organization meeting (Kidd, 2002). That movement drew on the expertise and contacts of older media activists including those involved in Paper Tiger, who shared an anarchic sensibility (Halleck, 2002b). As “evan,” an Indymedia activist, put it, “Indymedia draws its content and ideas from within active participants themselves. This is why we say ‘be the media.’ We are creating media labs, video editing rooms, radio stations, websites, community newspapers, and other media to be a space in which discourse can take place.”

Indymedia sites have both made use of streamed media and also become retail sites for video. The Showdown in Seattle: Five Days that Shook the WTO, created by a coalition including Deep Dish, Paper Tiger, FreeSpeech TV, Whispered media, Changing America, and New York Free Media Alliance, was seen on television, streamed, and is used in antiglobalist organizing. 9-11, made in New York within a week of the attacks on the Twin Towers, is available in video and streamed media, via the FreeSpeech website.

Indymedia makers often espouse anti-professional, movement rhetoric, seeing their work as responding to and fueling social protest. For instance, Big Noise Productions’ manifesto reads:

We are not filmmakers producing and distributing our work. We are rebels, crystallizing [sic] radical community and weaving a network of skin and images, of dreams and bone, of solidarity and connection against the isolation, alienation and cynicism of capitalist decomposition. We are tactical because our media is a part of movements, imbedded in a history of struggle. Tactical because we are provisional, plural, polyvocal. Tactical because it would be the worst kind of arrogance to believe that our media had some ahistorical power to change the world - its only life is inside of movements - and they will hang our images on the walls of their banks if our movements do not tear their banks down.

Thus, Big Noise measures its success on the basis of its service to a struggle against the powers maintaining the status quo.
Big Noise’s videos draw from international indymedia documentation to celebrate the spirit of anti-globalization demonstrators and describe them as an “anti-corporate” force for peace and justice. In *Fourth World War*, for instance, producers compiled images from indymedia groups around the world — Argentina, Palestine, Seattle, Genoa — to create a collage film with a music-video like track (contributed to by rappers and other popular music groups), melding images of protestors from different continents and layering images of Mexican indigenous peasants onto Seattle and Genoa demonstration footage. Narration, read by poet Suheir Hammad and musician Michael Franti, asserts that “the world has changed” and that “we” are joining protestors everywhere.

Indymedia producers have been far less open-handed with producers who are not part of their own networks and circle of belief. For instance, German investigative journalist Michael Busse made a film investigating the role of Italian police in instigating violence during the bloody 2001 anti-globalization demonstrations in Genoa, Italy. *Storming the Summit*, shown on German public service TV, draws on the work of dozens of amateurs who videotaped the events, often comparing several shots from different angles of the same incident. It harshly indicts the Italian police both for causing violence and failing to control it.

Busse found both Italian and German indymedia outlets impossible to work with (Busse, personal communication, November 15, 2003). Italian indymedia producers refused to let him reuse their original material (which, unlike that of consumer videotapes, was broadcast quality), and only wanted to let him use a half-hour work if he used it in its entirety. In Germany, he found indymedia producers reluctant to share documentation that could be used to show that protestors had acted violently, and they also cut out images that could be used to identify individuals. Finally Busse used Internet searches to find individuals outside indymedia networks who were willing to share their tapes. Thus, in this instance indymedia makers were concerned primarily to use their video storytelling to tell only their own version of the story.

Independent media like Big Noise Productions support networks of anti-globalist activists.
Indymedia centers, with horizontal decisionmaking structures and openness to all volunteers, have become entry points to many new, and often young people. At the same time, indymedia sites have found themselves hamstrung by their own anarchy, as they have grown past the moment of the 1999 demonstration (Halleck, 2002b, p. 65). In 2002, indymedia sites worldwide found themselves attacked by anti-Semitic, racist and conspiratorial contributions. While some suspected a coordinated attack to discredit indymedia and the IMC Global Newswire collective made recommendations to protect indymedia sites from attack, local volunteers failed to implement any coordinated action.

**Other alternative sites for social documentary**

Many projects join a rejection of mainstream commercial media, fascination with new technologies, and the Internet’s capacity for interaction. [DVRepublic.com](http://DVRepublic.com), a project of the Black Filmmaker Foundation, mentors and encourages “socially concerned filmmakers of color to present their stories, ideas, and images on their own terms without seeking the permission, approval, or sanction of media gatekeepers.” For instance, Tania Cuevas-Martinez and Lubna Khalid’s *Haters*, the first finished work at DV Republic, chronicles racial profiling and hate crimes after Sep. 11, 2001. Calling itself a “liberated zone in cyberspace,” DVRepublic uses the Web to promote and sample work that can be ordered in video. It also fosters a discussion list around the work, and activist links, for people who reject the “artistically exhausted and politically insidious” mainstream of American TV and film. Thus, the
project hopes to generate a community of users who will also be consumers of its niche product and provide enough revenues to keep it alive.

Other work draws from the “digital storytelling movement,” as the Center for Digital Storytelling (storycenter.org) in Berkeley, CA calls it. Community organizing efforts employ media to permit people to discover the stories in their lives, and thus build and strengthen relationships and their ability to act in their own communities and lives. People create small digital movies, audio files, slideshows and other media. Their stories may be about surviving child abuse, or about being young, gay and Latino, the life of one interracial family, or about organizing to resist racism in one community (digitaldocumentary.org). Third World Majority (cultureisaweapon.org) is one example of such a project, focused on people of color. “Even those within the industry recognize that mainstream media's trickle-down approach to storytelling poses important concerns about the legitimacy of the information, and compromises the notion of open, accessible, and balanced information,” its website declares. The process itself acts as a forum “for communities to tell their own truths in their own voices.” The stories are usually developed within workshops that also develop action agendas. Storylink.org, a project in development in 2003, intends to provide a common platform for digital storytellers of all kinds to view each others’ stories, link to them, and create their own.

Although the anarchic, obstreperous voice of left critics of capitalism have been highly visible in alternative video and film, other ideologically-driven communities have seized their opportunities as well, and created national networks. Christian fundamentalists have developed extensive product lines and distribution networks. Books, audio and, to a lesser extent, video by Tim LaHaye on the Rapture have sold by the tens of millions, turning Tyndale Press into a publishing powerhouse. The highly publicized success of Al Quaeda’s recruiting videos also demonstrates the power of ideologically-driven video with an institutional base.
Some alternative media have strategized how to use the strength of networks of communities of belief to reach beyond them, into public life. MoveOn.org, which uses the Internet to build “electronic advocacy groups” for liberal and left perspectives on public issues, has had unparalleled success with “viral marketing” — the rapid spread of information through friends-and-family-list emailing. Since its origins in the attempt to counter Republican attempts to impeach President Clinton, MoveOn has moved from a small, partisan organization to a voice of protest to be ignored by politicians at their peril. It provides its email recipients with information, something to do, and often somewhere to go to discuss or debate an issue; it has become a force of public opinion. MoveOn uses social documentaries to stir public debate. It claims to have distributed 100,000 DVDs of professional filmmaker Robert Greenwald’s Uncovered: The Whole Truth about the Iraq War in a few weeks in October–November 2003; the distribution of these videotapes was intended to expand informed discussion of the war at election time. Thus, MoveOn’s use of video not only creates community, but also fuels public discussion.

The networked, Internet-based independent media site OneWorld also directly confronts the challenge to reach “beyond the converted.” It aspires to provide information to diverse audiences, and also to cultivate virtual communities of people committed to social justice. It has a management structure, editors, and criteria for membership. Its showcase for social documentary is also a moderated and managed public platform (see p. 32). OneWorld serves both a community and publics beyond it. For instance, in November 2003, OneWorld excerpted Portia Rankoane’s A Red Ribbon around My House, a film on AIDS activism in South Africa made as part of the celebrated Steps to the Future series. It links the video with news about South African AIDS activism, and to an open discussion board.
**Resources**

The resources that alternative media can draw on depend both on their relationships with institutions (for instance, an evangelical church network or Democratic party fundraisers) and their ability to use viral marketing to win individuals’ support. Budgets vary but they rarely reflect the real costs of the product. Resources for such work largely depend on the energy — usually youthful — of participants, occasionally boosted by foundation support. However, foundations can be stymied if structures are not reliable. For instance, foundations associated with RealNetworks initially backed indy-media in 1999, but were unable to sustain support because they could not identify leadership to receive and channel funds. Alternative media are often sustained by ever-new infusions of youthful energy. It is correspondingly difficult to have institutional memory, to develop skills, and to learn from mistakes.

**Success, for communities and the public**

Success is often equated, in alternative media, with survival (in this case, creation of a documentary) against the odds. There is also often, understandably for organizations running on enthusiasm, an emphasis on producers rather than on users. On the other hand, methods drawing on multiple measurement approaches are also being tried. OneWorld is developing an evaluation element to its work that includes not webhits and also audience surveys and focus groups, and that draws from development evaluation expertise; evaluation focus is on users.

In the ungated environment, networks grow along the lines of shared commitment and perspective. So a major challenge of most alternative media is reaching beyond a committed circle. That challenge is in the public’s interest, and also in the interest of the committed themselves. In a network analysis of niche and alternative media and movements, Manuel Castells (1997) notes that media can reinforce group self-identity, at the cost of linking with others and fully participating in the emerging “network society.” This is a familiar tension, and not one that new technologies resolve.
At regional media arts centers Appalshop, Mimi Pickering's Hazel Dickens: It's Hard to Tell the Singer From the Song both celebrates a regional musical artist and recalls working-class life and union struggles. At Chicago's cable-access CAN-TV, an African-American couple make a series of African-American history programs. At a community computing center in Saint Julie Asian Center in Lowell, MA, Asian immigrants use computing resources to assemble Powerpoint slide shows for overseas members of their family, and the Center makes videos to add to English language classes.

In media arts centers, cable access centers, community computing and technology centers, and media programs associated with nonprofits, new speakers — young people, members of ethnic minorities, the poor, disabled and emerging community members — have been able to make their own media. There are now thousands of local centers across the nation, where community members are creating their own video and digital media work, showing it to each other, uploading and exchanging it with users worldwide. The National Alliance for Media Arts and Culture has hundreds of members nationwide, a mix of individuals and community media centers whether stand-alone or based in other organizations such as museums and service organizations.

While media arts centers grow out of film, cable access out of cable TV, and community technology centers out of computing, they increasingly overlap missions and even share resources and strategies. They often work with social service organizations, universities and colleges and religious organizations. These community media spaces are marked by their nonpartisan nature and their localism, welcoming and recruiting a wide variety of nonprofessionals to participate in their programs. Typically, community media stalwarts have a deep commitment to social justice, and see themselves as providing electronic commons or vehicles to expand diversity of expression, or as a service that amplifies and enriches civil society as a whole. Leaders commonly believe that the process
of making a film or video can be as important as any final result. Media literacy, group interaction, public discussion, and skills acquisition are often goals as important to those who manage these production and distribution platforms as the finished expression.

Helen De Michiel, an independent filmmaker and the executive director of the National Alliance for Media Arts and Culture, describes the work of these organizations as “public media,” which she defines as pedagogical, “through which we can consciously learn about how to participate in democracy and civilization.” Public media culture, she writes,

lives close to the ground — in and around clusters, networks, and alliances of individuals in communities around the country....its art resides not only in the creation of media products (film, video, audio, or new digital hybrids) but in the design of organizational structures that attract and grow a diversity of expression not permitted elsewhere. It makes technological tools accessible and transparent enough for anyone to explore as it examines what those tools can accomplish and why they are used. And it is figuring out new ways to encourage citizens to become active participants in the process of media expression and dialogue...as creators of the very terms of that social and creative engagement (De Michiel, 2002, 5–6).
**Background**

These projects of community media all evolved from simply providing technical resources to building relationships for public media practices. They share a commitment to community development, knowing well that cultural enterprises feed community social and economic health (Dwyer & Frankel, 2002; Stern & Seifert, 2001).

Media arts centers, where community residents and schoolchildren can learn mediamaking skills, exhibit their work, and meet other mediamakers, were born in the Great Society era with enthusiasm for more portable and easier-to-use film and video technologies. Originally born in a joint project between the then-new National Endowment for the Arts and the American Film Institute, they were for years afterwards supported by the National Endowment for the Arts and the MacArthur Foundation, as well as local government and private funders.

Cable access channels are another important community media resource, which began with the twin goals of providing channel access and equipment access. They can now be found on many of the nation’s cable systems, especially in the larger cities, although it sometimes has taken years of organizing to get them. The Alliance for Community Media (alliancecm.org), the cable access center membership group, estimates there are 1,500 public access operations in the U.S., with about a million hours of programming produced annually. A generation of ‘60s activists, empowered with a seemingly arcane law requiring cable operators to obtain leases for using rights of way, won clauses for such channels and money to support them in cable company contracts, or franchises, made with localities. The assumption that simply providing access would result in production and exchange of ideas has evolved into realization that relationships need to be cultivated, both with individuals and institutions. Training and mentoring are critical. They have by and large developed far past the initial mandate to provide “first come first serve” access to individual citizens. Most have a kind of program service, with entrenched incumbents, both contributed to strengthening the organization itself and also became an outreach tool, and has even been run repeatedly on local public TV.

Scribe's Documentary Youth History Project, a year-long, after-school and summer production program for middle- and high-school students, produces work that goes beyond the schools. Experienced filmmakers serve as instructors, and a humanities content advisor is assigned to the project. The students get a small stipend, and do the research, scripting, interviews, production and editing. Documentary Youth History Project works are shown in the schools and at local community events, and also broadcast in prime time on local public television and on Drexel University’s award-winning cable channel. A recent production, ¡Todo el mundo, dance! retells Philadelphia history with a perspective on racism and its effect on music and dance. Five former students are communications majors in college, and two are studying history.

Scribe, located in a Philadelphia neighborhood populated by people of color, has been extraordinarily successful in reaching working-class, multi-ethnic collaborators. It remains a struggle, however, to reach white working-class participants.
and even syndication — for instance the Youth Channel. (Kucharski, 1999; ross, 1999; Manley, 2002)

Community technology centers began as places to overcome the “digital divide,” and stressed skills acquisition in computing, usually focusing on individuals. They developed with the help of local, state and federal funds for skills acquisition and economic development (Sullivan, 2003), and have taken root as projects within many organizations, as well as being standalone centers.

Managing public spaces

At media arts centers, often the first population of users was often white, middle class professional aspirants and artists. Media arts center directors reached past that core group by forming partnerships with social service organizations, organizing programs such as youth media and prison media, and by providing links to entry-job related skills. Media arts centers use a variety of models. The Scribe Media Center in Philadelphia targets social change-oriented nonprofits and provides mentoring (see p. 42). The results typically are used by the organizations themselves, though they also can get some local airtime. But not always. Appalshop (appalshop.org) in Whitesburg, Kentucky, a legatee of the original National Endowment for the Arts and American Film Institute project to start media arts centers in 1969, produces broadcast- and theatrical-quality video in conjunction with local Appalachian residents. Appalshop provides technical, artistic and professional expertise and controls the programming; the results showcase regional culture to both regional and national broad audiences. A third model is provided by the Media Working Group, originating in Cincinnati, Ohio. It acts as a loose collaborative of regional artists, who use the organization to lower administrative costs and as a platform to launch their

New Voices via Access Cable
By Paula Manley

Underheard voices have been added not only to television but to schools, using cable access resources. Tecora Rogers and her husband, Corneal Harper Jr., with training and production equipment from Chicago Access Network Television, developed new curriculum materials to teach African-American history. They traced the route of the Great Migration in reverse, traveling from Chicago to New Orleans and back, combing library archives and interviewing historians along the way. Since its initial cablecast on CAN-TV in 2000, The African American History Millennium Series has been made available to educators for use in their classrooms. Songs of Sojourn: Japanese Americans in Oregon is another oral history series developed with public access resources. Produced by a member of the Oregon Japanese American Legacy Center, who was trained at Portland Cable Access, the series integrated photographs and documentary film footage with moving interviews of individuals who were interned during World War II and veterans whose families were in internment camps. [43]
own projects of social engagement. Results include teaching programs, regional broadcast programming, and a web-based training program in new media for grassroots artists. Yet another model is Minneapolis’ IFP-North, a legatee of the pioneering Film in the Cities program of the 1970s (which was one of the most successful grassroots-oriented skills programs in the country until its implosion in the early 1990s). It balances the missions of serving the professionalization needs of emerging filmmakers and encouraging grassroots expression.

Cable access staffers are acutely aware of the need to reconcile competing demands on the fixed capacities of their channels. They have long struggled with how to facilitate free expression without becoming a mouthpiece for one ideology. For instance the Ku Klux Klan during the 1980s took advantage of cable access to encourage local organizing via a nationally available video to be presented by local groups. This strategy is still encouraged by national organizations of all kinds. For instance the Christian religious video production house Eden Communications offers its videos free to anyone who will sponsor them on their local cable access channel, and Deep Dish also seeks new cable access outlets via local activists. Cable access has traditionally welcomed all new speakers, and encouraged more speech to engage these speakers.

Cable access centers usually aspire both to train new mediamakers and also to permit viewer access to new points of view and information. Paula Manley identifies four kinds of production that serve social action, produced at access centers: the voices and views of marginalized populations; nonprofit and grassroots groups; civic involvement productions; and organizing (Manley, 2003). Barbara Popovic, head of the extraordinarily successful Chicago public access CAN TV (canTV.org), argues that access channel programming provides a crucial information lifeline. “People do get excited about getting jobs, legal advice, math education for their kids, and health care assistance via television,” she noted. “Right now, the AIDS Legal Council of Chicago is live on CAN TV21 answering questions about AIDS in the workplace. That was
preceded by a program about medicare benefits, and will be followed by a program with immigration experts answering immigration questions. These lifeline services have a presence on CAN TV every day.” The result, she noted, is passionate citizen support. An access-hostile bill in the state legislature, for instance, was defeated on the floor, because of citizen testimony — including that of a uniformed policeman bringing forward a petition.

The success of CAN TV reflects common wisdom in community media — that community relationships depend on institutional relationships, often with nonprofits that tap into communities. CAN TV has connected, by its estimates, with 2,500 of the 8,000 area nonprofits. Mentoring and training strategies that emphasize ongoing relationships are key. Palo Alto, CA’s Mid Peninsula Community Media Center also builds enduring relationships. The center has trained staffers or volunteers from 45 community groups in storytelling. As Manley notes, groups such as the Community Breast Health Project, the Junior League and the Clara-Mateo Homeless Alliance are paired with a videographer/editor to produce six short segments over the course of a year. These segments air on a regular program, Community Journal. Groups report both that they get good publicity and that they are able to use the pieces as stand-alones in advocacy and recruitment. And Denver Community Television’s “Your Message Here...” campaign, with the Colorado Association of Nonprofit Organizations, trains members of groups such as A Su Salud (To Your Health), United Way, and the MLK Day Celebration Committee to prepare organizational videos and computer-based media, as well as to do event coverage and studio interviews for cablecast.

Digital media creation tools, added to the Internet, have turned CTCs into nodes on communications networks that create new, virtual communities and “public spaces” (Schuler, 1996). Meanwhile, many institutions ranging from religious organizations to housing projects to youth groups have built digital media into their workshops and after-school programs.
For instance, at Saint Julie Asian Center in Lowell, MA, Asian immigrants use computing resources to assemble slide shows for overseas members of their family, and the Center makes videos to add to English language classes (Davies et al., 2003; Sullivan, 2003). Unlike the mass media model that cable TV uses, CTCs bring a conversational, interactive mode to media making.

**Resource challenges and new opportunities**

Community media centers face common challenges, across technical platforms and mission statements. A 2002 survey of media arts organizations nationwide revealed general urgent concern over resources and mission, at the same time that new opportunities were identified. Participants in the survey noted that their school-service programs were disappearing with declining school budgets. New technologies were shaking up basic missions. Ad hoc efforts, fueled by accessible technologies, soaked up volunteer time and energy and often could lead to burnout. And of course they all faced declining taxpayer dollars or indirect benefits from them. (Manley, 2002)

Media arts centers have encountered hard times from the later 1990s, with economic downturn, decline of taxpayer funds including from the National Endowment for the Arts, the MacArthur Foundation’s decision to stop funding such centers, and with the stresses of generational shift as baby boomer-era leaders step down. Some have undergone financial crisis (New Orleans’ NOVAC), others have disappeared, and some have grown and taken on new tasks. For instance, the Bay Area Video Coalition has become a source for preservation of video, a paying business and one that benefits nonprofits with affordable services and does workforce development.

Cable access centers are hampered by problems in the structure, and by the political vagaries of franchising. The centers are fueled by volunteer enthusiasm, fraught with continuity problems because of scarce resources, and often are the product of skills acquisition projects. There is often an entrenched core of producers, on the other hand, who lay claim to equipment, schedule slots, and staff time, and can discourage
new participants. The “first come, first served,” “video soapbox” model of access cable of the enacting legislation in 1984 has been stretched by many programmers to permit some scheduling, but it is still hard to know what will be on when, on many cable access channels. Access cable’s budgets are imperiled, with a recent court ruling that that high-speed Internet services did not need to be counted in cable franchise revenues; this has vastly reduced income to some cable access operations.

As computers have become cheaper and more common, as software solutions have increasingly supplanted hardware approaches, and as email has become more ubiquitous, federal and state funding has shrunk for CTCs. Some have shifted mandates, some have closed, and some have taken on new challenges (Sullivan, 2003). Those challenges can be stressful. Mediamaking was not part of the original mission of most CTCs, so adding it changes jobs and even organizational mission. The people who dedicated themselves to teaching computing skills may not want to create streaming media; different people may want to use the new services; and getting the new equipment may strain scarce resources (Davies, et al, 2003). In Lowell, MA, the Lowell Telecommunications Corporation, swamped by people wanting to “learn computers” and with a staff eager to engage in activities with a social output, began training others to run their own public computing facilities — within the YMCA and youth organizations, for instance. The LTC staff then became expert support staff for content creation. Its Commonwealth Broadband Collaborative lets many partners share information and participate in virtual events, via broadband Internet.

Meanwhile, new possibilities for community media open up with digitalization’s vast expansion of television stations’ channel capacity. The digital channel capacities of public television are currently zones of experiment in meeting a community’s media needs (Penn State Public Broadcasting, n.d. [2002]). A Twin Cities Public Television in St. Paul, MN, the station has sought out nonprofit partners to fill program space on its Minnesota Channel (currently only six hours a
week, but slated to expand to a round-the-clock channel). Nonprofits bear production costs, while the station offers production expertise, channel capacity and promotion. Organizations concerned with public health, low-income housing, refugee and immigrant services have produced programming; the station hopes to raise funds to encourage less-well-funded nonprofits to participate. At the PBS annual meeting in June 2003, PBS president Pat Mitchell singled out the Minnesota Channel as a model for developing public TV’s digital channels nationally. If the current divide between public TV and community media persists, though, public TV stations could set themselves up as expensive but professionally-equipped rivals to community media.

Youth media

Youth media has been an arena of growth for all three kinds of community media, as a result of local government concern for youth, easy-to-use equipment and foundation investment from the mid-1990s (soros.org/youth). An early effort, Educational Video Center (evc.org) in New York, which caters to troubled high school students in New York, set forth a vision that has infused much later work. EVC cofounder Steve Goodman argued that, in the tradition of radical educator Paulo Freire, “media education has a central role to play in the revitalization of school in as intellectually rigorous and democratic practice...Putting the power to create media in the hands of youth shifts the relations further from consuming culture to producing and reflecting on it.” He further argued that the students’ productions provoked community involvement, fostering “an authentic public dialogue that transcends the moral and economic imperatives of the market culture” (Goodman, 1993, 48–49).

Supporters of youth media have seen it as a way to increase youth job skills, self-esteem, and socialization, and also to increase understanding about youth via youth perspectives (Casselle, 2002). As a recent study (Campbell et al., n.d. [2000]) notes, several other goals infuse youth media efforts: career development, academic improvement, self-esteem and media literacy. Two general camps emerge: those projects
using youth media for a tool for the growth and development of the makers, and those producing youth media for wider audiences. Many programs claim to accomplish both strategies. However, it can be hard to aim equally both for process goals such as skills transfer and product quality.

Community media centers often have strong youth media projects. For instance, in Davis, CA, the local cable access channel coordinated a project for 16–22 year old young people to get job skills, and make and show their work on the channel and in community screenings followed by discussions. Young people found themselves leading public, cross-cultural discussions about such hot topics as racism, sexual orientation, and body image. In Lowell, MA, the Lowell Telecommunications Corporation worked with a youth organization, United Teen Equality Center, to create issue-oriented PSAs, documentation, and organizational support videos, as well as websites and photo slideshows.

Youth media has supportive and distribution networks. Such programming has now been syndicated both on cable access and the satellite DISH network since 2000, in the Youth Channel, coordinated by Manhattan Neighborhood Network (New York public access) and affiliated with community media in Seattle, Atlanta, Denver and Grand Rapids, MI. Besides television screenings, Youth Channel also coordinates community-based screenings and interactive discussions. The organization Listen Up! (pbs.org/merrow/listenup) supports the field, with programs to improve skills and production quality, as well as program management. Ymdi.org, a site launched by MediaRights.org, provides a directory of youth media organizations, and streaming of some youth media work.

**Success as public spaces**

How is success measured in such enterprises? Primarily by participation. Cable access centers measure how many hours of programming are made by participating members, and how many local organizations use the service. Assessing whether
Budgets for documentaries primarily aimed at off-broadcast audiences such as schools and nonprofit organizations (red) and community organizations, including those using cable access primarily (blue) range widely, but are markedly lower than broadcast-oriented productions (see Figure 4, p. 26). They also tend to be shorter than broadcast productions, the majority under 30 minutes long. Most community and educational productions were made for less than $2,000 per minute — the lowest cost per minute for community media was $154 — but a few used budgets as high as $16,000/minute.

This data is taken from the Council on Foundations Film and Video Festival submissions in years 1997 to 2002, selecting from all submissions programs specifically identified as serving a social strategy. The Council on Foundations Film Festival solicits films and videos that were made with some funding from private foundations and annually attracts more than a hundred submissions. Programs were selected if self-identified as having a social goal, and grouped according to perceived primary audience and first outlet.
social goals have been achieved is far harder, and particularly hard when a wide spread of social goals is claimed. Youth media programs have come under close scrutiny; NAMAC’s Youth Media Initiative may develop common standards for evaluation in a field that often has depended on anecdote.

There is enduring tension in community media between emphasis on the process (express yourself, learn skills, document, create the impetus for a cross-cultural experience) and product goals (create a work appropriate for a defined audience). Finished products may be intended across a spectrum of possible audiences. At one pole are the friends and family of the maker, and at the other is a broad viewing audience whose alternative is the NBC affiliate.

Millions of hours of video are created each year through community media platforms with budgets that range from near-zero to near-professional depending on outside resources (see Figure 7, p. 51). They leave a light mark on most television viewers, though — except when the subject touches their own communities and lives. The wonder is not that community media do not compete with high-budget entertainment, but that they play so significant a role given their resources. Budgets for cable access, media arts and community technology centers are bare bones, for work that involves hundreds of producers and many thousands of viewers and community participants. Promotion — a staple even of public television programming — is almost unheard of in community media.

Meanwhile, community media projects engage both communities and publics. Managers of such centers confront directly the challenges of bridging beliefs. They wrestle with the intersection of individual skills acquisition and social communications networks. They work with many of the organizations that make up the cultural networks of a town or city. They act as public spaces and experiments in democratic communication.
In the Toolkit: Nonprofit Production

The short film Silence and Complicity, produced by The Center for Reproductive Law and Policy (CRLP) and the Latin American and Caribbean Committee for the Defense of Women’s Rights (CLADEM), documents gross violations of women’s rights in Peruvian public health clinics, and it changed Peruvian public health policy. The Alliance for Justice sponsors a documentary to launch its annual First Monday events, in which law students are encouraged to take on pro bono work. In 1997, Barbara Kopple and Kristi Jacobson made a film for the Alliance, With Liberty and Justice for All, which got national publicity, was excerpted on ABC news, and resulted in freeing a man. At nonprofit organization Scenarios USA, high schoolers make short films about the terms of their lives and simultaneously get reproductive and life skills information that is otherwise either hard to get or even banned. In the 2003 Scenarios U.S.A.-produced Lipstick, a script eventually directed by Michael Apted, a young woman announces she is a lesbian with a controversial public kiss.

Nonprofits are important sponsors of social documentaries. The independent sector in the U.S. is an outstanding feature of the social landscape, accounting for about 6 percent of U.S. organizations and of the national income. The number of nonprofits has tripled over the last 25 years (Weitzman, Jalandoni, Lampkin, & Pollak, 2002).

For nonprofits, a documentary is part of a campaign, and the look, the outlet, the design depend on the way it is used in the campaign. Just as corporations have come to depend on video presentations accompanying an annual report and government press conferences integrate audiovisual material, so in the independent sector video and film have been integrated into social activism. Nonprofit strategies have run the gamut from TV network broadcast to screenings in living rooms.

Documentation and beyond

The camcorder turns out to be a powerful tool to document and then publicize abuse (Wintonick, 2002). WITNESS (witness.org), an organization that uses video and the Web in
service of human rights, collaborated with a Filipino peasant land rights group, training them in the use of camcorders. (Its simple instruction manual is used by human rights activists worldwide (Lawyers' Committee on Human Rights, 2000). Peasants were able to document the attacks that resulted in deaths of two of their members. International protest ensued using a professionally-made WITNESS video based on the documentation, Web information and links. The Philippines national government finally agreed to investigate the case. WITNESS’ Operation Fine Girl, about rape as a weapon of war in Sierra Leone, was adopted as a training tool by local police and by the judiciary.

Many other human rights groups also use video for documentation and publicity, including Human Rights Watch, Amnesty International and the International Monitor Institute. Amazon Watch (amazonwatch.org) trains indigenous people in the use of such video and other communications tools in service of strategies to defend their lands; uses range from small group showings to web-based streaming. The Center for Reproductive Law and Policy, which uses video in its activism, has produced a how-to guide for activists (Molloy, 1999).

Low-cost docs have been effective to gain publicity in social-issue campaigns. In the mid-’90s, The Chicago Video Project, working with a mother’s organization in decrepit public housing, made video news releases showing the appalling conditions. Local news stations both ran the footage and interviewed the mothers, and the Chicago Housing Authority took immediate action to repair the housing. When the Fair and

Silence and Complicity (1998)
crlp.org

The powerful human rights documentary Silence and complicity shows how an amateur production can achieve a powerful effect. A collaboration between two women’s human rights organizations, it has the stripped down style of an agency report, and was made for $12,000. It has, however, also been immensely and directly effective. It consists of testimonials by women who suffered abusive, neglectful or corrupt and unprofessional behavior in Peruvian public health clinics; the women’s frank and poignant face-front testimonies are linked together with narration and scenes from the locations where they charged they suffered. The Center for Reproductive Law and Policy (CRLP) and the Latin American and Caribbean Committee for the Defense of Women’s Rights (CLADEM) worked together to investigate the problem over eight weeks, gathering 50 cases of behavior that violated the same human rights declarations that the Peruvian government had signed. The two groups’ joint report was issued simultaneously as a video and a 108-page book of the same title, in Spanish and English.

Barbara Becker, CLRP Deputy Director of Communications and the co-producer of the video, chose video for its emotional impact: “Human rights reports are legalistic in their language, and they have to be. We wanted to come up with a way to show the human face of women being abused in Latin America and in Peru in particular.” The makers were surpised to find that the women were eager to testify about
Clean Energy Coalition (a hundred local organizations) led a campaign on the impact of electricity deregulation, it created, with help from local cable access, an organizing video, *For People or Profit?* The organization’s speakers bureau then used the video to inform and involve small businesses and neighborhood, civic and church groups in energy issues, and also cablecast it. A Denver activist theater group, El Centro Su Teatro, aided by facilities at Denver Community Television, made a video record of a play, *No Hablo English Only*, which it then used in organizing and publicity in its effort to block a challenge to bilingualism in the schools (bilingualism was preserved).

Organization-created documentaries have has been powerful tools to recruit, organize, and maintain relationships with membership — and even to provide a revenue stream. Unions such as the Service Employees International Union now use video as an on-the-fly recruiting device. For instance, as some employees sign cards calling for a vote for a union, organizers

intimate crimes on camera, but quickly discovered that the women who had already come forward to protest saw themselves as advocates for women’s rights, and the video as an opportunity. Operating funds for the organizations paid for the video, and the Ford Foundation also sponsored the first public screening of the video, in the face of Peruvian government disapproval.

The video has been shown throughout Peru to community groups and women’s centers, as well as to key representatives within the U.N., to non-governmental organizations worldwide concerned with women’s rights, at human rights-oriented film festivals including at The Hague, and to development professionals. Because of the report, one of the key witnesses shown in the film had her case reopened in Peruvian courts. The doctor who raped her was dismissed, and courts are handling rape cases with greater seriousness. The Peruvian government has also agreed to create new guidelines for doctors, to investigate the cases of abuse in the video, to include women’s rights organizations in its reproductive health committees, and to begin talks with the Peruvian chapter of CLADEM on improving public health care. Becker noted that the Peruvian government has also chosen to negotiate rather than to have the film screened in public and diplomatic venues. ☛
visit them and tape their testimony. They then take that video to the home of another employee, showing them a colleague’s endorsement. Advocating Change Together, a St. Paul-based self-advocacy organization to empower people with disabilities — especially mental disabilities — to claim their civil and human rights, began to produce training and educational tapes on issues of concern to its constituency. Five years later, it found that web-based marketing combined with promotion at conferences resulted in sales making up half its annual budget.

Communities have discovered that a homegrown documentary can help to build relationships that foster development. In *Participatory Video* (1991), Jackie Shaw and Clive Robertson describe how the disabled, women, youth and elders have used video produced in small groups to promote mutual understanding, therapeutic goals and community development. The Orton Family Foundation spurs such work by offering grants and a how-to guide (Orton, Speigel & Gale, 2001) to communities to make their own videos. The 2,000 residents of Bangor, Michigan, which has a large African-American and Latino population, made a video that involved interviews, oral histories and a survey of their community’s assets and goals.

*Take this Heart* (1998)  
[casey.org/cnc/recruitment/take_this_heart](casey.org/cnc/recruitment/take_this_heart)

*Take this Heart*, directed by Katheryn Hunt, was designed as the centerpiece of a strategic campaign. The cinema verité documentary, shown on national public television in 1999, follows eight months in the lives of foster mother Tess, her co-worker Roger, and several of the children who live with them. It was the heart of The Foster Care Project, a creative partnership between the Casey Family Program, the Annie E. Casey Foundation, the Seattle public TV station KCTS, and the Child Welfare League. Funders saw a crisis in foster care; the number of children who need it has risen dramatically over the last decade, while the number of foster families has declined.

The film led viewers who are touched by the story to reach out for related materials. They could connect in many ways. By calling an 800 number, viewers could receive a toolbox for community outreach, which helped them use the film to mobilize community groups, including a viewer’s guide. The guide provided 41 actions that people can take, ranging from providing transportation for foster parents to mentoring a birth parent to exploring foster care themselves, and gives people contacts to take action.

Viewers who go to the Connect for Kids website run by the Benton foundation or to Casey’s website find a toolkit still available, featuring material from the film. The
The unassuming video contributed to persuading state and federal agencies, and some private sources, to contribute more than a million dollars toward the town’s development.

Many nonprofits that work with young people make media. For instance, the Global Action Project emerged out of an international youth leadership organization and now works closely with the Refugee Resettlement Program of the International Rescue Committee. Through its Voices and Visions program, it trains refugee youth, and has made dozens of videos. The videos then form the basis of group discussions in peer workshops about identity, trauma and heritage. Scenarios USA (see p. 60) produces professional-quality short films, teaming young people with Hollywood pros and landing cablecasts, while inserting controversial issues into school curriculum. The Community Arts Partnership Institute, based in Chicago (capinstitute.org), runs programs in seven cities, where universities and community organizations team up to produce arts programs for young people, in areas including digital media, web design and video.

**Strategic campaigns and mass media**

Nonprofits also weave film and video into more elaborate strategic communications campaigns. In 2002 two Christian environmental coalitions conducted a campaign focusing on fuel-efficient cars. “What would Jesus drive?” (answer: not an SUV). A 30-second, low-cost video spot and a print ad won national media attention on NBC, NPR and major newspapers. The Kaiser Family Foundation has long been recognized for its expertise in inserting its public health messages into mainstream media. It has a standing financial relationship with MTV to highlight youth reproductive issues. KFF subsidized the finishing of *Blood Lines*, a.k.a. *It Could Happen to You*, a video made by two HIV+ teenagers about their attitudes and fears. When shown on MTV, it garnered millions of viewers and thousands of call-ins and web hits for more information.
Other KFF initiatives have involved high-end production of public service announcements and creation of video news releases that echo subjects touched on in the popular TV drama *E.R.*

The American Architecture Foundation, which exists to help people “understand the importance of architecture in their lives,” commissioned from professionals several thoughtful, hour-long public affairs documentaries on community development issues featuring architecture within the solution — urban blight, community renovation, citizen participation in urban development. These documentaries have been used both in broadcast, with outreach strategies, and in community engagement, more than satisfying the goal of the AAF to widen public awareness of its issues.

When the public health advocacy group *Infact* wanted to create a tool to support its boycott of Kraft, part of its anti-tobacco campaign targeting Kraft’s parent Philip Morris, it turned to two leftist, advocacy filmmakers, Tami Gold and Kelly Anderson. They produced *Making a Killing: Philip Morris, Kraft and Global Tobacco Addiction*, which went on to screen in festivals, three local public TV stations in the U.S., in three developing countries, and was used in clips on network news. As well, *Infact* activists have extensively used it in organizing, and copies were given to all U.S. members of Congress, and to World Health Assembly delegates. Both the reputation and experience of the filmmakers contributed to the success of the nonprofit’s strategy.

**Professional partnering**

Nonprofits often need professional filmmakers, especially for events where organizations need to impress funders or officials. Small independent firms in major cities specialize in independent-sector work. Robin Smith, the head of Video/Action (vaf.org) in Washington, D.C., notes that her work is not only producing videos for a wide range of nonprofit clients, but helping them match their goals with professional partnering

*With Liberty and Justice for All (1997)*

*afi.org*

The powerful 20-minute film *With Liberty and Justice for All*, made by Academy-Awardi winning documentarian Barbara Kopple and her colleague Kristi Jacobson for the Alliance for Justice, shows collaboration between professional filmmakers and a nonprofit.

The film is emotionally saturated as it tells the stories of two men under threat of deportation because of a harsh and unjust new law. In one key scene, prison inmate Jesus Collados’ wife, his daughters and extended family have gathered to celebrate his birthday. But they have had to come to prison, to match hands across plate glass and speak through phones. They try to sing “Happy Birthday” together into phones as they match hands across plate glass, but the stifled sobs make it hard to follow a tune.

Collado, a legal immigrant from the Dominican Republic, had married, raised a family and supported them for 25 years in the U.S. On returning from a visit to family in the Dominican Republic, he discovered that immigration law had changed. Suddenly, a misdemeanor he had pled guilty to as a teenager was grounds to detain him summarily until deportation proceedings.

The Alliance for Justice, a national association of public interest advocacy organizations, works to broaden access to justice, strengthen nonprofit policy activism and train the next generation of activists. Funding for the $100,000 effort came from several foundations, including Ford.
appropriate use of video. The New York-based C4C Productions (e4c.org) facilitates participatory video for community development and women’s empowerment with nonprofits and governments. Another model is that of Storycorps (storycorps.org), which uses a core staff of film professionals to recruit volunteers from the professional community to assist in making nonprofit productions. Working with experienced filmmakers becomes critical when nonprofits want to include broadcast among the strategic options.

The importance to nonprofits of professional support is brought home by a study performed by Azimuth Media. The company, which has produced TV programming for the Center for Defense Information for many years, is considering starting a Center for Progressive Media, a Washington, D.C.-area community media center focused on nonprofits. It identified thousands of potential clients for a nonprofit media center, and in interviews with dozens of them found great support for media production help (Sugg, 2002).

There is still a communication gap between independent filmmakers and nonprofit organizations. Many independent filmmakers have social concerns that match those of organizations, although they may not establish a relationship. Organization staffers often lack awareness of the realities of mass media, and of the professional skills required to execute media. Some organizations directly address the need to build stronger bridges between media professionals and nonprofit organizations. MediaRights.org provides databases identifying social issue documentaries and their makers, linking makers and users to appropriate subjects, and also describing strategies for successful use. Comminit.org ambitiously and creatively links international and community development professionals with communications strategies for making, use and evaluation, and has established a vigorous discussion environment. In Canada, devmedia.org promotes communication among professionals working for participatory communication.

The Open Society Institute’s Law and Society Program and Emma Lazarus Fund. Funding was not necessarily for the film, but for the project it served.

This film was the centerpiece of its annual First Monday event (held on the opening day of the Supreme Court session). The film had a three-part purpose: to put a human face on injustice toward immigrants; to explain the implications of new immigration laws; and to show the legal community the importance of volunteer and pro bono work. Events featuring the video were held at 170 law schools nationwide. Sessions informed legal activists about immigration law today, and encouraged them to help change it.

Within weeks of its showing at law schools around the country last fall, Jesus Collado and others being held under a mandatory detention clause of the new law were freed to pursue their cases outside jail. Alliance for Justice gave journalists the tape, and permitted them to use any amount of it in their own stories. Among other things, the New York ABC station ran two minutes from the film, and “Dateline NBC” used a two-minute segment for a story on criminalization aspects of the new law. Eventually, the law was altered.

“We were very careful to ensure that the film would not just be a 25-minute event,” said Alliance for Justice executive director Nan Aron, “but would have a life of its own, after First Monday. We built several tiers of audiences: the media, the law schools, and the 250 co-sponsors who partnered with us in holding events.”
Budgets

Costs of production vary dramatically with the project and strategy (see Figure 7, p. 51). A $12,000 investment resulted in a major international human rights victory for the Center for Reproductive Law and Policy, while the Alliance for Justice regularly counts on a $100,000 cost for a short, 15–20 video produced by professional filmmakers for its annual conference. The Kaiser Family Foundation allocated an annual $3 million budget to promote its issues within MTV programming. Where the resources for nonprofit production come from reflect the funding strategies of the nonprofits. For environmental organizations such as Greenpeace and World Wildlife Fund, membership donations are key to funding all their endeavors. Indeed, membership revenues and entrepreneurial projects provide the majority of funding for the independent sector generally. However, private foundations are also extremely important in funding nonprofit media via funding for organizations and projects.

Success

Nonprofits are often highly motivated to track results of media facilitation of their goals and projects, unlike medi makers themselves (who want to make the next movie) or community media center staffers (who are busy helping the next user). The effectiveness of nonprofits’ videos and films can often be assessed more easily than is a TV program designed for a general audience, or a work produced through community

Scenarios USA

Scenarios USA is a nonprofit project where making media is the central activity. The goal is public health education for youth. The method is matching the insights of young people with the technique of professional filmmakers, and using the classroom as an amplifier of knowledge.

One example of Scenarios USA work is Nightmare on AIDS Street, written by 15-year old Nicole Zepeda. A Latina teen sits in a hospital corridor, apprehensively waiting for results of an HIV test. As she waits, she is haunted by flashback memories of chaotic night at a house party, of her family’s hysterical condemnation of her, and by her innocent, betrayed younger self.

It resulted from Scenarios USA’s annual story-writing contest for teens, this one on the subject, “Coming of Age in the Era of AIDS.” Scenarios USA teaches hard-to-reach youth about sexual health by encouraging creative expression that makes them explore their emotions and consider consequences. The films begin as teen script projects, often through school drama classes and community organizations. Winners get to co-direct a short film with a feature filmmaker. The productions involve the community, and are shown there. The Scenarios program is modeled on two similar, successful projects in France and West Africa. Scenarios USA’s current projects, in Miami-Dade County and...
media, because they are so often designed to be instrumental. They can be measured directly against the campaign goals, and they can draw on rich evaluation literature not only in the U.S. but in the development community (Gray-Felder & Deane, 1998).

When nonprofits make or commission media, they act in their parochial interest, recognizing a tool to advance their own agendas, one that can return many times their investment in contributions. At the same time, sponsored social documentaries often contribute voices and perspectives to public life, when the project is so intended. *Silence and Complicity* — the title itself is significant — was designed to make public scandalous and shameful abuse of women by medical practitioners in public health clinics. The Scenarios projects require students to take home educational information on sexual health and to engage their own families in discussion, and they encourage entire communities around the school to participate in the professional filming, thus opening a mini-public sphere within the home and neighborhood.

 nationwide through a partnership with Planned Parenthood, reach thousands of teens through public schools, youth groups, hospitals, prisons and community organizations.

For “Coming of Age in the Era of AIDS,” students researched HIV in their classrooms, wrote about sexual health issues, and discussed them in class. Because they researched the subject themselves, they were able to stay within South Texas’s abstinence-only sex education policy. Students had to have parents sign a release form as well. “It made them have a conversation, so it ensured more parent-child communication,” said cofounder Maura Minsky. Nicole’s 150 high school classmates volunteered on the film shoot. “That made it the whole community’s film,” recalled Minsky. “The police blocked streets for us, the mothers brought the crew hot tortillas for breakfast, the city donated a building.” The films have reached audiences throughout the colonias — poor immigrant communities on the border.

Scenarios USA films have been shown on MTV, on network television, and other cable and public television channels. They are widely shown at festivals and conferences, and are featured on youth-oriented websites. In 2001, Scenarios USA won the highly competitive Porter-Novelli Award for Excellence in Social Marketing. Teachers use the videos in public schools, including all New York City schools, where HIV-related education is mandated but lacks resources. (Salamon, 2003)
The study of social documentary making and use fits within a larger body of study: media and public life. What media practices, media policies, and cultural habits promote public behaviors, public cultures, public life? Colleges and universities have a unique role to play in shaping the future of social documentary, because they perform interlocked functions: skills training, passing on historical knowledge, creating new knowledge, preserving knowledge and archiving work. Programs are beginning to focus on social documentary practices, and could do so more and better.

**Communications as a Discipline**

Communications could be the academic discipline that houses the study of public media, with social documentary as one creative example. It is a field still establishing its shape. The field of communications — the study of the processes and products of communications in mediated societies — is recent, having been launched with World War II, and it has fraught relations with power itself. Its founders had close relations with government, and were driven by research on propaganda and persuasion. Mass media stakeholders and public relations specialists are interested parties in much research. It draws upon sociology, political science and other social science for its research techniques. “Critical communications” approaches such as political economy and cultural studies shelter left academics, while neoclassical economics and political science and sociologically influenced areas such as organizational communication often draw researchers from the ideological center and right.

In the study of social documentary, academic arenas of study in communication include production (how to make film, video and emerging media), media studies (how to understand the role of media in society), and media effects (how to analyze
and measure the consequences of media expression on individuals and groups). The fields have grown without much relationship to each other. A focus on social documentary that draws from all of them would advance both scholarship and practice.

**Production**

In production, film programs have developed at the university level only since the 1960s, and continue to struggle for acceptance within higher education. They are usually graduate-level production programs. They offer longer training, some background in history and theory, and more connections to potential future employers than the many commercial workshops (Block, 2001, 2002, 2003).

In university film programs, even among those with a documentary focus (Block, 2001, 2003), there is little evidence in the formal curriculum of the social passions driving current experimentation with the medium. The topic of film and video as a tool for advocacy and social action largely takes place within a historical discussion, for instance of propaganda or of the development of cinema verité or other historical movements. Discussion of the online environment and new technologies is often referenced, but without an exploration of the social potential (Patricia Zimmerman, personal communication, July 27, 2002; Kristine Samuelson, personal communication, December 12, 2002; Anneke Metz, personal communication, December 12, 2002).

Production programs remain focused typically on a general introduction to skills.\(^4\) Work with nonprofits or in the context

---

\(^4\) A scan was conducted at the Center for Social Media in April–May 2002, with followup in November 2002, with the participation of James Burch and Agnes Varnum. They and their colleagues in the Visual Media program of the School of Communication at American University looked at the web-posted curriculum of 20 MFA programs around the country, selected through the website of the University Film and Video Association. This scan revealed no course title directly referencing this subject matter in production programs.
of activism such as human rights is rarely broached in curricula of production programs, outside the terms of budget writing and client relations. Formal curricula often do not reveal what is actually taught, however. Within many programs, and sometimes under titles that do not represent the content, individuals have been successfully teaching traditions of advocacy, activism, and grassroots participation in media. For instance, *Creative Filmmaking from the Inside Out: Five Keys to the Art of Making Inspired Movies and Television*, (Dannenbaum, 2003), written by film production teachers at the University of Southern California committed to expanding opportunity and diversity in production, approaches activist media practices through the window of creativity.

Professional academic programs also weave social documentary practices into professional training, whether formally or by mentorship. At the Stanford University documentary program, a small and select group studies with faculty who have devoted their own creative lives to social documentaries. At the University of California, Berkeley, journalism students can specialize in journalistically-oriented social documentary production. At the University of Texas at Austin and at Temple University, many faculty themselves produce social documentaries; at American University in Washington, D.C., students can take a course, “Social Documentary,” which emphasizes work with nonprofits; at Chicago’s Columbia College, students can take a course, “Documentary and Social Change.”

Several new university programs tailored to the interests of media makers with a social action agenda consolidate and

---

5 In a series of focus groups conducted at American University (August 29, 2002; November 14, 2002; March 11, 2003), 18 filmmakers working with nonprofits and nonprofit organization project directors typically did not find students aware of the issues in the kind of work they did.
sharpen focus on these practices. Hunter College’s Interactive Media Arts MFA program, designed by Stuart Ewen and other colleagues with a leftist perspective, specifically focuses on media for social change. The goal of the program is to “educate twenty-first century pamphleteers, people capable of conceptualizing, creating and distributing innovative nonfiction expression, using contemporary media technologies, thus elevating the quality of public awareness and to enlivening the possibility of public interaction.” It draws analytically on the resources of the critical studies offerings already in place in the communications program.
A second example is the University of Massachusetts at Boston, where academic activists Reebee Garafolo and Fred Johnson have designed an undergraduate degree in Community Media and Technology. The degree, launched in 2003, is designed specifically with a career focus, for students interested in working in cable access centers, nonprofits and community technology centers. It combines media studies, media production, and computing and networking skills. Both these programs are oriented toward working-class students with social action agendas.

The third example is the Community Studies Master’s Program in Social Documentation at the University of California at Santa Cruz, which was in the final stages of approval in 2003. Students “translate academic interpretations of social life into useful, educational and professional-level products in one or more of several media, museum settings and/or public history collections, which will have an impact on the social world.” The goal of the program is “to train college graduates in critical thinking and the use of visual, audio and print media, as well as historic presentations, in the documentation of problematic and underrepresented areas of community life.” The Community Studies program offers courses including Introduction to Video Activism and Video Production of the Social Documentary.

The teaching of “alternative media” practices, including small-scale video and online media, has a history, worth noting
because it demonstrates (among other things) the importance of the academy. Several key people presently teaching courses focusing on such practices, such as Marty Lucas (Hunter), Tami Gold (Hunter), Doe Mayer (University of Southern California), and Fred Johnson (now at University of Massachusetts, Boston), among others, were trained by George Stoney, who teaches at New York University. Stoney’s career covers more than seven decades of work as a filmmaker and media activist, including a stint in Canada in the 1960s creating the Challenge for Change program that used filmmaking as a tool of community expression and a long and continuing role as a leader in the public access movement (Abrash, Jackson, & Mertes, 1999). Historian, archivist, and teacher Erik Barnouw, who died in 2001, was another mentor to many concerned with the transmission of creative use of media for social change. He and Stoney met younger generations at the annual Flaherty Film Seminars, which have been held from the 1950s onward in celebration of documentary work (Zimmermann & Bradley, 1998).

**Media Studies**

Media studies has many branches. Social documentaries are referred to in core texts of film studies. In other subfields such as cultural studies and communications, the stress has traditionally been on commercial products and practices. Film studies focused, until the 1980s, more in narrative, commercial cinema and on avant-garde art than on documentary work with a social edge.

The last decade has seen a blossoming of scholarship on documentary, alternative and advocacy practices, within the general umbrella of film studies. This has been seen within the annual Visible Evidence conference on documentary practice, and in scholarly books series such as the University of Minnesota Visible Evidence series and the Wide Angle series at Temple University Press. Analysis of film as a practice of aggressively partisan alternative media and of dissident art practices is more common, though, than discussion of film and video within nonprofit institutional contexts, or as part of public information practices.

*The tools of sociologists, anthropologists, political philosophers and historians can be used to study social documentaries.*
There has also been a flourishing of theoretical and mapping work done on alternative media in media studies. The work of John Downing on radical media in the U.S., originally issued in 1984, generated a generation of scholarship — some members of which generation contributed to the revised edition (Downing, 2001). International examples of alternative media have spurred a vigorous discussion drawing on political philosophy and cultural studies (Rodríguez, 2001; Atton, 2002). Critical analysis with an emphasis on cultural production — specifically on the analysis of the infrastructure, policy, and institutional contexts that make expression possible — is also growing (Coudry, 2000).

**Media Effects**

There is a rich and deep social science tradition on individual and social media effects (Jensen, 2002). The most powerful analytical techniques to analyze social documentary are those of scholars in the liberal arts: anthropologists (participant observation), historians (detailed analysis of records and historical process, including oral histories), political philosophers (application of democratic theories to practice) and literary theorists (textual analysis, semiotic analysis). The extended anecdote thus becomes case study, ethnographic report and analytic essay (Aufderheide, 2000; Matewa, 2002; LaSpada, 1992; Ginsburg, Abu-Lughod, & Larkin, 2002). Until recently, films have been difficult to study as texts, discouraging some researchers. Some scholars fear that film and video may not be regarded as serious subject matter in their core disciplines. Those who focus on that work academically are often outliers in the disciplines.

Social documentary practices raise basic questions of the right and ability to express oneself, to share information, and find information, and to tell the stories that form culture. It is a practice that could interest communications researchers across ideological lines, as a subject of a cultural production analysis. Cultural production analysis considers the historical roots and sociological context of expression. Analyses that weave together the histories of institutional opportunities and
practices, artistic initiatives, texts, reception and impact can ground understanding even of evanescent expressions. Such studies can cross disciplinary boundaries and permit both practitioners and scholars to understand the social contexts for creativity, and creative stimuli for social participation and public life. Studies that focus on institutional decisionmaking, for instance in public television, in community media centers, in foundations, in government agencies, can similarly shed light on the link between culture and community.

There is richer material than ever before in the field of social documentary for study of social effects. Debate over the significance of such work, however, needs to be brought out into a wider public, perhaps starting with the academic public, and away from the obligatory good news delivered to funders and boards of directors. After all, what may merely be irritating to a board of directors — a run-in with a city official over the free speech rights of a community media center user, for example — may also be vivid evidence of the importance of a service or expression in a community. International comparisons and contrasts would provide a wealth of data within many aspects of the field. Such work can, most importantly, provide the context that permits students, scholars, practitioners and users to see social documentary (among other practices) as part of public culture.
The future for social documentaries will be shaped in part by fast-changing business conditions, responding to new opportunities, and by the policies that promote or constrain them. The coming changes will make the promotion, marketing, and the strategic campaign ever more important for social documentarians. It will also put new and unprecedented challenges before anyone who wants to reach not only audiences but publics — people who share an understanding in common about what problems everyone shares.

**Consider changes already in motion today:**

The television business has been morphing, with accelerating speed, from a business anchored to time-slots to one tailored around viewer selection. Cable companies think that most of their customers will have personal video recorders, which store digital copies of programs until you’re ready for them, within a few years. Video on demand is taking off, including on public TV. Viewers will be able to select social documentaries they really want easily instead of remembering when to switch to PBS — if they can find out about what they want.

The video business is moving from rentals of physical tapes to virtual — through video-on-demand and possibly even downloading (much of it currently illegal, but perhaps not for long). The all-you-can-eat model provided by Netflix (pay $20 a month to rent as many DVDs as you like by mail) is becoming popular. That threatens the old rent-a-tape model (which never worked for documentarians anyway, since they were never in video stores), and it creates expectations that make potential customers frustrated with the high-cost educational video businesses. If the model can include social documentaries

*Filtering is the future, in a media environment plagued by “data smog.”*
Netflix has a small collection, which is renting well, then many more renters can experiment at very low risk with something new — including social documentaries — and documentarians can find a new consumer market.

The technical and legal machinery to lock up digitized video so that it can’t be Napsterized is settling into place. Both programs and equipment are being rigged so that viewers can’t copy and resend the programs, with what is being called digital rights management (DRM). That security may encourage big media companies to use the efficiencies of the digital era more. But it also means they can put more restrictions on use than ever before.

The broad general audience once produced by network TV has been broken into multiple demographics for a multi-channel era, and is scattering further with the multiplication of other screens (computers, personal digital assistants, phones). At the same time, the media noise level — “data smog” — (Shenk, 1997) has been raised for all of us. All of us now have more media than we can possibly use, coming at us from more sources than ever before — requiring us to do exhausting checks to find out whether we want to trust the sending party. Everyone is looking to weed out the hustlers and the irrelevance. We want control.

Filtering is the future. Not just the spam software, but filters like your personal video recorder. Filters like video on demand, which liberates you from time-based TV. Filters like satellite radio, which liberates you from time-based radio. Filters like your browser preferences, which can let you treat the Internet like the buttons on your car radio. Filters like Google and Yahoo.

This prospect, however comforting at an individual level, brings with it alarming social implications. When you have to relentlessly out-shout, out-brand, out-gimmick competitors for

---

**Creators and Rights: Looking for Balance**

*By Shari Kizirian*

Managing Editor, Release Print
Film Arts Foundation

**Copyright**

Makers incorporating footage of copyright protected or trademark materials can be forced to pay high prices (use of the Zapruder Film of the Kennedy assassination can cost up to $15,000) or prevented from having any audience at all. In 2001, ITVS commissioned several independent filmmakers to create interstitials about 9/11 in an effort to balance the popular news media’s one-sided view of the attacks and their aftermath. Ellen Spiro created several such interstitials, one of which, “Dog Bless America,” was a humorous and critical look at the unquestioning patriotism that swelled just after the attacks. Because rights to the original song, “God Bless America,” could not be cleared, Spiro’s piece was neither broadcast nor streamed on the ITVS Web site. Although a copyright infringement challenge could have been aptly met with an argument for parody under fair use exceptions to copyright laws, the threat alone of such a challenge was enough to suppress the piece. Now Spiro’s film will likely never see the light of day.

Copyright also protects the filmmaker against misuse or misrepresentation of works as well. During the brouhaha over Marlon Riggs’s documentary about African American homosexuals, “Tongues Untied,” presidential candidate Pat Buchanan used portions
your customer’s attention — when branding is a crucial shortcut to trust — advantages accrue even faster than before to those with the biggest promotional and advertising budgets (like Time Warner), those with the biggest existing reputations for quality (like the New York Times), and those with the most sensational products (like Fox). The middle ground between the biggest names and the welter of small ones gets eroded. Among other things, it’s much harder to challenge elite media’s grip on policymakers’ agendas. Also, filters can be active little agenda-setters of their own. The menu services for digital TV have been hot commodities on Wall Street for this reason. Control them, and you channel users’ choices.

Big media are also looking to digital technology and the law to control user choices in a digital-download era. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act criminalizes any action that breaks an owner’s anti-copying code. It goes along with industry development of digital locks in software and in hardware, so that all users in all circumstances are treated like paying customers. That pre-empts fair use, a legal right of copying in place for hundreds of years, and it also shuts down other user rights, such as loaning your kid a CD you love, or showing a documentary segment to a friend. It cripples peer-to-peer networks, which could otherwise become a low-cost delivery system.

The digital-download era really arrived with broadband Internet, which comes with controls that the old, slow Internet never had. Most services limit customers’ upload time and amount, and have invested in software that gives priority to the company’s own products and programs. The phone and cable companies have also been slow to get broadband to customers, and to make it affordable — probably hoping to stall until they can get a solid business model in place. Meanwhile, a cheap, unregulated way to build out networks on the Internet is growing rapidly at the grassroots: wi-fi (for “wireless fidelity”), or use of open, unlicensed spectrum to connect to the Internet.

of the documentary in television ads railing against government funding and public television broadcasts of such work. His use of the clips violated copyright laws and he was warned against using them.

**Trademark**

Filmmaker Micha X. Peled’s decision to obscure any reference to Wal-Mart in the publicity posters for his documentary “Store Wars: When Wal-Mart Comes to Town,” has far-reaching implications for issues of censorship. To make the ITVS-funded documentary about what happens when public space becomes privatized, Peled negotiated with Wal-Mart to gain access to film in its stores and to interview employees, to use footage of founder Sam Walton and shareholders’ meetings, and to use other types of corporate-owned footage. All negotiations concerned Wal-Mart’s attempts to assert editorial control over the final documentary. Peled and producers at ITVS did get the necessary footage and access, while maintaining editorial control. However, fear of lawsuits led to an increase in the cost of errors and omissions insurance by about 40 percent. Also, the poster — an important marketing tool that could have capitalized on the Wal-Mart trademark to attract viewers to the broadcast — originally included a photo of a Wal-Mart storefront in colors associated with Wal-Mart’s own marketing campaigns. For fear of being sued for trademark violations, Peled requested changes to the poster to obscure the Wal-Mart storefront and opted for a different color scheme. ☞
Wi-fi, where users buy their own small, radio-like sender/receivers and connect via the same kind of spectrum that baby monitors work on, could become more than a way for the upscale mobile professional to get email at Starbucks or, as it is today, a way for many rural people to get broadband when the cable company won’t string the wires. As researchers at the New America Foundation have shown, it could become the basis for a low-cost, citizen-built, unregulated digital communications network — one that could deliver social documentaries direct to the home. But the federal government would have to take back gigantic chunks of spectrum (or airwaves) now assigned users like the broadcasters to really advantage of the possibilities. Needless to say, none of the current spectrum-holders want to give any back. (Johnston & Snider, 2003)

For social documentarians and other media makers who address themselves to publics and not just audiences, the environment creates both opportunities and agendas. Aggregating audience — which in many cases now means creating or nurturing or sustaining community — is a basic challenge. The “viral marketing” so typical of digital communication can quickly expand community, once it forms. To build, identity (or to use corporate terminology, branding) is critical, and identity is more than the ability to smugly denounce or disrupt. It builds not only on ideas but relationships and habits and culture. This effort can build new publics for democratic participation.

Building publics requires public spaces, and that is why the zones that now exist — public broadcasting, cable access, public satellite TV channels, local communications networks, and community media workshop spaces — are even more important than ever before. They provide unique opportunities, surrounded by the savage and sensationalist search for audiences in the commercial sector, to nurture public communication. They are places where makers can do more than show work. They can demonstrate that media are tools of a democratic process, an open society, and a vital culture.

New networks could mean new publics.
To ensure that the rapid changes in the business environment benefit voices contributing to public life, it will not be enough to trust to technology. Broadband Internet, digital projection in theaters, digital TV channels, wireless networks, digital video recorders and other emerging technologies will open up opportunities and also create new problems. They will not help make those opportunities available democratically. Gatekeepers who charge too much and exclude too many, shortage of space and time to show work, and high costs of connecting to users are not just features of today’s technology but results of yesterday’s policymaking.

You can see the direct relationships between media policies and opportunities to make and see social documentaries today, from the following three perspectives: the production process, the resource base, and user access.

As new opportunities and technologies emerge, policies need to shift with them. Whenever that happens, stakeholders show up at politicians’ doors; today’s winners are usually first in line. This process will go on to establish the terms for tomorrow’s media. Federal communications policy is key to certain areas, such as broadcasting, cable and Internet policies (Markle Foundation, 2003). In some cases, for instance standards setting, or the health of international public TV systems that provide precious secondary revenue to filmmakers, international treaties and policymaking bodies are important. Local and state governments also play important roles, particularly in cable access and community technology centers. Cultural policy is critical in creating scholarships, grants and awards that defray the costs of expression (Bawden, 2002). And policies internal to organizations are also of great importance at a time when strategic planning is necessary to adapt to rapid change in the business environment. Communities of creators and users are critical advocates for policies that can promote the work they do and use (McCarthy & Ondaatje, 2002).

The political landscape on which policy is played out is constantly shifting, but some issues rise above the political tactics of the day. These concerns can be seen from the viewpoint of the social actors, specifically: Creators, Institutions, and Users.

Peer-to-Peer Possibilities

By Cindy Cohn
Electronic Frontier Foundation

Peer-to-peer exchanges offer exciting possibilities for producers to overcome gatekeeping at low cost, and feed public practices. The most famous examples of peer-to-peer in use today are the “file-trading” services (like KaZaA, Morpheus and Grokster) on which users can download files made available by other users and make their own files available to others. Although peer-to-peer is most often thought of in connection with the sharing of copyrighted music and movies, many peer-to-peer services have been finding legal uses for the technology. For example:

- The Internet Archive has been using peer-to-peer technologies to build an extensive library of authorized free live recordings of concerts.
- Government works such as presidential speeches and noncommercial works, such as home video footage and personal accounts of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, are increasingly available through peer-to-peer system.
- Altnet has been promoting its peer-to-peer network as an attractive alternative to the Web for companies wishing to distribute free samples of their content. For a fee, Altnet makes sure that enough users of its network have copies so that anyone can log onto the network and easily obtain their own.
- Conversely, other peer-to-peer systems have been experimenting with charging users a fee to join the network and then using the fees to pay artists who contribute content made available to the users.

By Cindy Cohn
When a maker is preparing a work, getting access to information is valuable; copyright, trademark, and digital lockboxes on videos and films (digital rights management) are all policies that can limit or enable access to information. So are policies on when libraries are open, or how big book budgets are, and whether there is support for community media, museums and events where people can gather to talk about ideas and media, and whether our National Endowment for the Arts can support individual filmmakers (and by the way, it no longer can).

When a maker is searching for ways to show work, mass media policies can improve or diminish opportunities. For instance, policies that require broadcasters to demonstrate how specifically they are serving the public interest—as they are required to do by law—have in the past expanded opportunities for the public to see documentaries addressing issues of public importance (Raphael, forthcoming). Reagan-era deregulation gutted these regulations, and many programs showcasing social documentary disappeared from the airwaves (Horwitz, 1989).

Policies that govern how new technologies develop can help or hurt opportunities for expression and communication. Internet broadband could be promoted with government policies, but our federal government has refused to support development that would encourage broad competition. Broad competition might permit the growth of new content providers, whether individuals or groups, who could use broadband connections to send their own television and circumvent today’s gatekeepers. If our Federal Communications Commission would let more spectrum be used for low-power, unlicensed transmission, users might form a very low-cost, ad-hoc transmission network (“wi-fi”) that had no gatekeepers at all.
Resources and Policy

From the viewpoint of resources available to make social documentaries, again the relationship between policies and production is marked. Funds for development or finishing provided by cultural agencies come from laws that created those agencies, and appropriations that fund them annually. Each appropriation is a political drama in itself, a demonstration of the notion that culture matters.

Public TV investment in social documentary programs also comes mostly from taxpayers, with priorities established through political battles. The community media institutions that provide equipment, advice and services to many novices also often receive either tax dollars and government-mandated set-aside funds from the cable company, or both. The interest of commercial TV networks in social documentary improves with government requirements to honor the public interest, and also with the owner's interest in honoring those requirements. The less accountable owners feel, the less obligation they demonstrate to serve the public with useful, challenging information.

The international public service TV systems in many European nations, which over the years have provided a steady source of income at the front and back end for filmmakers, are at risk from deregulation that guts public service TV in the name of competition. Even private foundation resources depend on tax laws and incentives offered to nonprofits.
Screens and Policy

Viewers are as caught up in the frameworks set by policies as the makers are. If we look at social documentary from the standpoint of the viewer, the same kind of connection between expression and policy emerges. In the three screen zones — traditional TV, home, and educational institutions — many kinds of regulation affect what is possible to see. Traditional TV is still heavily regulated, with laws interpreted by the Federal Communications Commission. The possibilities of emerging universe of Internet delivery direct to viewers depends on policies affecting cable and phone broadband services, on the development of software that could be limiting and expensive if there’s no shared or “open source” aspect, and on the respect for privacy that is now mandated in law.

Educational institutions’ opportunities to make critiques and show work depends on public cultural investment and on copyright policy, as well as on policies affecting other venues, such as internet access.
As new opportunities and technologies emerge, policies need to shift with them. Whenever that happens, stakeholders show up at politicians’ doors; today’s winners are usually first in line. This process will go on to establish the terms for tomorrow’s media. Federal communications policy is key to certain areas, such as broadcasting, cable and Internet policies (Markle Foundation, 2003). In some cases, for instance standards setting, or the health of international public TV systems that provide precious secondary revenue to filmmakers, international treaties and policymaking bodies are important. Local and state governments also play important roles, particularly in cable access and community technology centers. Cultural policy is critical in creating scholarships, grants and awards that defray the costs of expression (Bawden, 2002). And policies internal to organizations are also of great importance at a time when strategic planning is necessary to adapt to rapid change in the business environment. Communities of creators and users are critical advocates for policies that can promote the work they do and use (McCarthy & Ondaatje, 2002).

The political landscape on which policy is played out is constantly shifting, but some issues rise above the political tactics of the day. These concerns can be seen from the viewpoint of the social actors, specifically: Creators, Institutions, and Users.

*Today’s winners will try to control tomorrow as well.*
Will social documentarians in the future find financial support for their work?

Creators depend on many resources, often embedded within institutions. They also draw on cultural policies that create endowments and councils for the arts and humanities, at a local, state and national level. Federal appropriations are perpetually embattled for the national institutions, and local and state institutions suffer from the withdrawal of federal funds to the entire sector. No amount of collaboration and entrepreneurial skill or training substitutes for the creative mandate offered by cultural agencies. Furthermore, federal and state-level agencies not only typically provide key development funds but also leverage many more dollars for creators. They also create legitimacy for projects that they fund. And ultimately, the community benefits economically, politically and culturally from such investment (Stern, 2001).

Will such creators (and users!) suffer censorship, either from political or business pressures?

The Patriot Act of 2001 permits unprecedented government surveillance of communication without revealing such surveillance to the subject. This creates powerful reasons for a speaker to self-censor, in order not to call attention to oneself, and powerful reasons for a potential viewer or user to avoid the appearance of interest. Thus, the Patriot Act is an alarming challenge to diversity of viewpoints and self-expression.

As well, certain new technologies pose a threat to creativity. Digital rights management (DRM) is increasingly the way that corporate media intend to control access to their products, and DRM is being designed to curtail the rights of all users. In Internet transmission, increasingly broadband providers are privileging their own content on their systems, and in so doing discouraging the development of alternatives to their products. New technologies need to be employed in ways that don’t kill creativity at the source (Lessig, 2001).
Will such creators be able to defend their interests as creators and as workers?

Creators of all kinds have great difficulty defending their interests as workers because they are usually isolated. Unions have also found filmmakers, writers and artists difficult to find and organize. Labor laws have been particularly unfriendly to individual creators of intellectual property. Efforts by the Communication Workers and United Auto Workers among others to organize artists of all kinds have been heartening, and the new Creators Federation, which works for anti-trust exemptions that would permit creators to organize, is also encouraging. Creators’ service organizations such as the Association of Independent Video and Filmmakers (aivf.org), International Documentary Association (documentary.org), Community Technology Centers Network (etcnet.org), and National Alliance for Media Arts and Culture (namac.org), also need to become powerful voices both for creators and users in policy.

Institutions

Will public television receive support and demand to fulfill a unique public mandate, a multichannel entertainment television and “personal TV” change viewer habits?

Public television, which is extremely decentralized, finds its audiences fractured and shrinking, as the institution itself faces a profound question of mission. In a multi-channel, multi-screen world, public television is no longer the only purveyor of upscale historical dramas or nature documentaries or even children’s programs. But it still can and does play a role as a platform for public engagement and representation. This role can shape an identity to address the disappearing audience. An excellent laboratory for that challenge to find a truly public identity already exists: The Independent Television Service, which produces programming for underserved audiences. The longstanding social documentary series, P.O.V., which has pioneered many outreach strategies (Hirsch, 2000), is also an inspiring example.
Public TV faces an immediate challenge that forces the question of how to define its public qualities: the expansion of digital channels. What will be on those channels, and how will it justify or command public investment and commitment? Will those channels be designed in collaboration with independent makers, community partners and other stakeholders in the public?

*Will public television’s digital channels reach all of American viewers?*

Cable companies now carry public TV channels because they are required by law to do so. They are not required to carry the digital channels that public TV, like other broadcasters, will have in the near future. Direct broadcast satellites sometimes place public TV channels on transponder space that requires separate dishes to receive. Currently some public TV stations are experimenting with Twin Cities Public TV’s model of community programming, in which nonprofits team up with TPT and foot some of the costs for programs featuring their efforts. Will public TV’s experiments with public programming for a digital era get a chance to evolve? Or will these experiments be killed at the outset by TV companies that don’t see anything in it for them, and so just won’t carry the digital signal?

*Will the local media now generated by cable access survive political battles and new technologies?*

Cable access faces perpetual political threats, because it is poised between local governments — which often find access’ open speech platforms discomfiting — and cable companies, which typically dislike any channel that they do not control. Now, cable access faces new challenges, as cable companies refigure their accounting — with permission from the courts and the FCC — to exclude all broadband Internet-related revenues from franchise fees. When those fees are excluded, funds for cable access plummet. (Manley, 2003)
Will local nonprofit computing permit a next generation of creators to cross the “digital divide”?  

Community technology centers are now watching the end of the first “digital divide” era in which access to computers was rare (Sullivan, 2003). They are facing new internal-mandate challenges, including questions of whether and how to incorporate production of digital media into their missions. At the same time, federal support for “digital divide” issues has evaporated, and community development funds have not been targeted to local community communications technology. Federal funds for the Technology Opportunities Program have dwindled to a tiny demonstration budget, and are continuously under assault.

Will universities and academic and professional associations build an intellectual home for social documentary and other public media projects and expressions?  

Emerging programs in socially-engaged media production are invigorating experiments in the production arena. We need also to develop the intellectual scaffolding that explains the importance of public media practices to rising practitioners, scholars and business majors alike.

Users  

Will potential users of social documentary be able to find and use content conveniently and in a timely manner?  

Potential users today often simply don’t know that relevant media exist, or that they can get media they want for the right price and at the right time. Sometimes it really doesn’t exist, sometimes it’s too expensive, and sometimes it’s too late. Programs to address this lack on today’s Internet, for instance MediaRights.org, are glimmers of what might come. New business models — all-you-can-eat rental, video on demand, use of low-cost overnight time on cable channels to transmit socially-relevant programs — need market trials and publicizing. We should learn more from librarians about what their patrons
want and how they find it. Digital asset management software and technology that permits better automated searching generally is on the horizon, and should be available to the public as well as to media companies.

**Will new services be developed in ways that permit ordinary citizens to create as well as to view films and videos?**

As today’s Internet evolves, it could become a delivery system for niche-market, targeted and nonprofit media. But many current policies constrain any new experiments in alternative media networks.

Both telephone companies and cable companies have stalled on the blue-sky promises of on-demand video, competition for phone service, and competitive provision of television programming. For them, peer-to-peer communication of the kind pioneered by Gnutella, Kazaa and others is just a headache; for public media makers and programers, it could be a solution.

Highly concentrated and vertically integrated media — already the rule in broadcasting — has gotten further encouragement. The FCC has relaxed concentration of ownership and cross-ownership rules in broadcasting, following the Telecommunications Act of 1996’s deregulation of ownership (Aufderheide, 1999). The expansion of terrestrial channels, and the proliferation of networks, has done nothing to increase access to socially engaged media of any kind. In fact, competition for viewers has been a justification to shrink public interest obligations of broadcasters to almost nothing.

Concentration of ownership has made some problems worse. In radio, where radical deregulation greatly concentrated ownership in 1996, studies show that concentration has led to standardization of content and decline of access to material at the creative margins (DiCola & Thomson, 2002). Efforts to roll back big media — which began in Congress immediately after the June 2003 FCC ruling relaxing ownership rules and which has
coalesced around the organization Free Press (mediareform.net) need to go hand in hand with other efforts, including the demand for public interest investment by the already huge media firms.

Tomorrow could bring much more accessible, affordable communications networks, capable of transmitting moving images, if policymakers help make it happen at the level of:

The Internet’s original design, which featured simple, commonly shared protocols to transfer and deliver digital information, has become a thicket of privatized networks with gates. The open-source movement, in which computer programmers design basic platforms that are shared communally, offers opportunities to create new open spaces.

Media data packages themselves are becoming tightly wrapped, sealed boxes, using encryption that locks their contents to all but those who have been given the key. Taking heed from the experience of the music industry, film and video businesses have been working hard to lock up their goods and get hardware manufacturers to help them. The FCC’s approval of a “broadcast flag” technology standard, which controls copying and reusing of broadcast programming, encourages this pre-emptive approach. Congress’ creation of laws such as the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, which makes copying of encrypted media illegal, also encourages pre-emptive lock-out. The courts’ consistent support of media owners in extending copyright and using pre-emptive “shrink-wrap” licenses, further supports it. (Vaidhyanathan, 2001)

Monopolistic or dominant suppliers have an interest in controlling and limiting the choices that consumers make, and their interests in the current business model are not served by permitting their customers to become content rivals. Current cable broadband providers demonstrate this by limiting speeds at which their users can send material, by using software that controls the download speeds of their own and of competitors’
material, and that can limit the amount of material that users can upload. So far, federal regulators and courts have permitted them to do this. Phone companies, which offer the broadband DSL service, are looking at the cable model with approval. Competitive access to current broadband, either in phones or cable, was rejected at a federal level in Congress, courts and regulatory agencies, after a long and messy decisionmaking process (Pociask, 2002); a recent appeals court decision brought a reprieve for open broadband supporters, but it remains an embattled policy argument. Broadband adoption has slowed dramatically. (Aufderheide, 2002)

New alternatives could bloom with different use of spectrum, or the airwaves. Spectrum allocation policy — the government’s agreement to let particular owners have monopoly control over a particular zone of the airwaves — keeps broadcasting in a holding pattern, locking it into reserved spectrum, and maintaining each license-holder in the role of monopoly provider over its reserved chunk of spectrum. Open spectrum would transform this reality and make possible a “commons” in spectrum. Individuals and groups alike could access spectrum without the intervention of a phone or cable company.
Social documentarians, programmers, community media builders, and others working for media in public life have allies in the search for policy that creates opportunities for all. The Electronic Frontier Foundation (eff.org) and Public Knowledge (publicknowledge.org) have been leaders on copyright and digital rights management issues. The Center for Digital Democracy (democraticmedia.org) works on openness of broadband Internet. The Media Access Project (mediaaccess.org) has both worked against concentration of ownership and for open new technologies such as low power radio. New America Foundation has closely analyzed the options for changes in spectrum policy (newamerica.net). Creative Commons (creativecommons.org) has developed a licensing scheme to permit artists to provide limited public access to their works. Moreover, these organizations and others concerned with policy work with each other and with clients who make and use media for public life, themselves creating a public network of knowledge and action.
Opportunities for Growth

If social documentaries are woven into the ordinary discourse of democracy, it will be because people create the pathways for that to happen. There are bonds to be built between nonprofits, educators, community media centers, and professional mediamakers. There is knowledge to be gathered, and shared. And there are technologies to foster for the public good.

Opportunities that emerge from the practices surveyed here include:

**Build public knowledge**

- Develop academic programs in public media, which combine production, humanistic and social scientific analysis.
- Develop public virtual archives, with both makers and users.
- Develop publishing programs that can showcase both analytical and creative work.
- Develop promotion and publicity toolkits, support teams and businesses for social documentaries.
- Publicize existing awards for social documentary and develop targeted awards.

**Foster public policy action**

- Cultivate constituencies of creators and users, to include social documentary in public culture.
Strengthen the ability of service organizations to inform and represent constituencies on policy.

Fortify relationships between nonprofits in media arts and nonprofits in the independent sector, to form collaborations for policy advocacy.

Develop and take advantage of expertise in new technologies of communication and production, to promote their use as tools of public knowledge and action.

**Build and strengthen institutions that support social documentary as a public expression**

- Support a public mandate for public TV in a digital era.

- Strengthen the identity of community media, museums, and media arts organizations as platforms for public culture.

- Support creative collaborations between commercial and noncommercial media and between commercial media and nonprofits.

*Collaborators are crucial to realize the possibilities of social documentary in a digital era.*


